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Introduction
“By any standard, China’s economic performance over the last three decades has been impressive. GDP growth averaged 10 percent a year and
over 500 million people were lifted out of poverty.
China is now the world’s largest exporter and manufacturer, and its second largest economy. Even if growth moderates, China is likely to become
a high-income economy and the world’s largest economy before 2030, notwithstanding the fact that its per capita income would still be a fraction of the average in advanced economies.
By 2030, China has the potential to be a modern, harmonious, and creative high-income society. But achieving this objective will not be easy.
To seize its opportunities, meet its many challenges, and realize its development vision for 2030, China needs to implement a new development
strategy in its next phase of development – comprising six strategic directions overcoming obstacles to reform:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completing the transition to a market economy;
Accelerating the pace of open innovation;
Going “green” to transform environmental stresses into green growth as a driver for development;
Expanding opportunities and services such as health, education and access to jobs for all people;
Modernizing and strengthening its domestic fiscal system;
Seeking mutually beneficial relations with the world by connecting China’s structural reforms to the changing international economy.”

Source: “China 2030 – Building a Modern, Harmonious, and Creative High Income Society,” World Bank / China State Council report, February 2012

With the above extract from the 2012 World Bank / China State Council report as background, Enterprise Ireland has produced this business guide as an introduction to China and the Chinese market for Irish companies. While the above report was being finalised, Ireland
had the unique opportunity to host the visit of His Excellency Xi Jinping, then vice president of China, who highlighted China’s commitment to partnering with Ireland to develop closer links to accelerate the growth and expansion of trade and investment between the
two nations.
The sheer size of China’s economy provides a wealth of opportunities for determined and ambitious Irish companies and it is an opportune time for Irish exporters to seriously evaluate the potential for their business in China. This guide presents a picture of the business
environment in this enormous and dynamic economy. It points to the growth areas that may be attractive to Irish companies and to the
means by which Enterprise Ireland can assist your firm in executing your China business plan.
Many international businesses are lured to China by the prospect of a market of a billion new consumers, but this is a somewhat naïve
view; income levels vary significantly, between the richer urban areas and the more developing rural areas. However, there is a population of more than 300 million with increasing purchasing power – an emerging “middle class” - in the market for western goods and
services. Furthermore, in their drive to satisfy domestic demand and to address export markets, Chinese businesses have a growing appetite for technology, systems and infrastructure that cannot be satisfied by domestic suppliers.
The topic of doing business with China is vast and this guide is intended only to introduce the subject, as conducting comprehensive
research and devoting considerable resources will be necessary. This guide includes references to a wide range of useful sources, and the
Enterprise Ireland China Desk in Dublin and offices in Beijing, Shanghai and Hong Kong are happy to assist. This could include conducting market research, arranging introductions to potential customers and partners, and/or providing access to practical assistance on
legal, tax or other business issues. Some of this guide’s content is also based on the experience of a number of Irish companies already
successfully doing business with China.
I trust that this publication will help you and your company in doing business with China, which in turn will assist you in creating and
sustaining employment in Ireland.
Alan Dixon
Director, Asia-Pacific Region, Enterprise Ireland
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1.

About China

Brief Economic Overview
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Deng Xiaoping in 1978 initiated an “open door policy” to reform and modernise the Chinese economy, promoting foreign trade and
investment as the main catalysts of growth. With Deng Xiaoping’s reforms, in a few short decades China’s economy has gone from what
some might call “economically backward” to that of one of the globe’s major economic players.
Today, China’s market is described as “capitalism with socialist characteristics,” wherein the free market largely reins, but the government
plays a prominent role and the previously dominant state-owned enterprises (SOEs) still exist in vital sectors, such as banking and phone
service. A far cry from its socialist history, Chinese leadership today seems to follow the maxim “to grow rich is glorious.”
Although it occurred more than ten years ago, many scholars still point to China’s accession to the WTO in 2001 as a change of major
significance for the country’s international business relations. Joining the WTO opened up many sectors of the Chinese economy,
such as banking, logistics, construction and services and reduced tariffs and quotas, driving foreign trade and investment and fueling
economic growth.
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In the 30 years following reform and opening-up, China’s economy developed at an unprecedented rate, averaging about 10 percent
growth per annum and that momentum has been held steady into the 21st century. The country, of course, faces its share of challenges.
Macro issues include sustaining economic growth, dealing with energy demands and environmental issues and responding adequately
to changes in the global economic climate, such as a weakened dollar, rising price of commodities and depressed export markets.
Domestically, inequalities in wealth, rising food and housing prices and limited access to healthcare are fuel for social unrest.
China faces a mounting challenge in terms of labour. Since 2000, labour costs have risen 10 percent on average, as blue-collar workers
have demanded more of their employers and the government has stepped in to raise minimum wages as a method of quelling social
unrest. Thus, much of the low-skilled manufacturing that China engaged during the 1980s and 90s has shifted to more low-cost
economies such as Cambodia, Vietnam and India. In addition, some foreign firms in China find difficulties in recruiting middle to senior
management capable of driving sales and marketing growth. The number of qualified individuals for such positions, including those
who have obtained advanced degrees abroad, is increasing, but competition for such individuals is fierce.
As the latest phase of strategic economic goal-setting, the 12th Five Year Plan1 is part of a post-reform tradition by the Chinese government
of planned economic, social and national advancements in five-year benchmarks since the first Five Year Plan in 1953. It is on the
platform of these plans that China has accelerated to its current position of wealth and development.
The central government’s policies in the 12th Five Year Plan (FYP) – effective 2011 through 2015 – outline several initiatives towards
further economic and social development, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

51.5 percent urbanization by 2015
Emerging strategic industries to reach value-added production of 8 percent of GDP
More foreign investment in agriculture, high-tech and green industries
Transition of coastal regions from manufacturing hubs to R&D, high-end manufacturing and services hubs
Greater efficiency and safety in nuclear power development
Construction of large hydropower plants in southwest China
High-speed rail network to reach 45,000 kilometers
Highway network to reach 83,000 kilometers
Building of 36 million new affordable housing units for the low-income population

The 12th FYP, in particular, is remarkable in that it looks to push the Chinese industrial sectors more aggressively to increase R&D and
production in higher value-added products such as software, IT and alternative energy. It has been dubbed the “greenest FYP in China’s
history” for its emphasis on increasing development and foreign investment in environmental protection, energy conservation and
in sustainable and cleaner air technologies. The infrastructural developments that will accompany such initiatives bode well for the
construction industry, as well as for advancements in agricultural techniques and food processing quality developments. Some of these
include new wind farms, solar power projects in western territories, new hydropower dams, extension of highways and rail lines, light rail
in urban areas, new field development for coal, crude oil and nuclear energy and new airports.

An English version of the 12th FYP itself is available only through paid services, while the Chinese version is available at various online sources including http://news.xinhuanet.
com/politics/2011-03/16/c_121193916.htm. Various news sources also address the plan from different angles. One very detailed source, from APCO Worldwide, is available at:
http://www.apcoworldwide.com/content/pdfs/chinas_12th_five-year_plan.pdf.
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Fast Facts

smaller banks will sometimes direct you to the nearest Bank of
China branch.

Population

Language

China is the most populous country in the world, with a
population of over 1.3 billion people (est. July 2011). Most of
the population is concentrated on the eastern seaboard, with a
considerable portion in the southern and central regions and a
sparse population in the west.

Climate

Occupying such a large area of land, China has significant climate
extremes. In general, summer in China is very hot. Most regions
experience heavy rains, particularly in spring and summer. The
north has a climate of contrasts, with icy cold winters and dry
hot summers, with increasing humidity as you move south. In
the douth, the climate is subtropical, cooler along the coast, with
warmer winters and the possibility of typhoons in the summer.
In the west, the climate is continental, with very cold winters and
warm summers.

Currency

The Chinese currency is known as the renminbi (“the people’s
money”), designated as RMB. The basic unit is the yuan, also
known colloquially as the kuai. There are 10 jiao (also known as
mao) to 1 yuan. The exchange rate is approximately 6.53 RMB/
Yuan to 1US$, €1 = 9.45RMB, £1 = 10.69RMB (April 2011). In 2005,
under international pressure, the yuan was unpegged from the
US$ and allowed to float against a basket of currencies within a
limited margin controlled by the Chinese government, though it
is still mainly tied to the US dollar.
As the global financial crisis hit and the US dollar began to
decrease in value, the yuan subsequently gained. Additionally,
China’s large reserve of foreign currencies (US$2.622 trillion as of
December 2010), especially the US dollar, means the value of the
RMB can continue to increase despite slow economic recovery in
the US. However, as concerns of inflation rise in China, monetary
officials may try to slow the appreciation of the RMB against the
US dollar to protect its domestic economy. The Euro’s exchange
relation to the RMB, then, is closely related to its relation with the
US dollar. As of April 2011, the Euro has increased steadily in value
in terms of RMB since previous year, while the US dollar had the
exact opposite experience.
If you choose to exchange for renminbi in China, keep the
exchange receipts, as you may be asked to produce them when
you are exchanging currency on departure. Currency converted
to RMB may be converted back to the original currency within six
months of conversion. Most hotels and restaurants accept credit
cards and traveler’s cheques (US dollars). The Euro is generally
accepted for exchange at airports, hotels and major banks, though
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The most common dialects of spoken Chinese are Mandarin
(considered the national standard) and Cantonese (used in
Hong Kong and in the southern provinces including Guangdong
province). The written language consists of two dominant forms:
simplified and traditional. As a consequence of historical political
and social events, the simplified form is the official form in
mainland China, whereas the traditional form is used in Taiwan,
Hong Kong and commonly seen in many regions of southern
China.
Hanyu Pinyin – literally meaning ‘Mandarin spelled sounds’ – is the
official phonetic romanisation of Mandarin Chinese on mainland
China. It was developed in 1906 and includes four types of hash
marks to indicate tonal differentiations in spoken Mandarin. Taiwan
officially adopted this system in 2008. Hong Kong continues to
use the Eitel/Dyer-Ball system, based on spoken Cantonese.
In addition to Mandarin and Cantonese, there are many local
dialects, some of which bear little resemblance to either Mandarin
or Cantonese. As a result, it may be to your advantage to hire a
local translator or interpreter in each city or region you visit.
English is commonly used as a written form of corporate
communication for business and many companies have a policy
that written English is used even between Chinese employees.
Meanwhile, spoken Chinese is often used for day-today business
matters. Enterprise Ireland encourages companies to use dual
language presentations and documents when doing business in
China.
For more detail on the use of language in business etiquette,
please see the Business Basics chapter.

Ethnicity

The government of China officially recognizes 55 ethnic minority
groups, scattered predominately in the northwest, west and
southwest regions of the country. Include the Han ethnic group –
by far the largest and most ubiquitous group in China – and that
makes 56 official ethnicities.

Transportation

Transportation in China varies widely based on geographic region,
but most cities should meet general business travel needs.

Airlines
Reasonably-priced flights are available to all main destinations.
Most hotels have travel/tour desks where reservations can be
made, small specialty travel shops scatter the streets, or booking

can be done online. Many Chinese airlines have online booking
capabilities for those with a Western credit card, but you can also
visit Chinese ticket consolidator websites such as www.ctrip.com
and www.elong.com. Not to worry, most if not all airline staff both at the airport and on board - speak English.

Railways
Conventional passenger rail tickets are sold in three classes, all at
affordable prices: ‘sleeper’ for long journeys, and ‘soft’ or ‘hard’ for
short trips, food and drink also available.
China also boasts a wide network of high-speed rail, trains that
travel at an average speed of 200 kilometers per hour or faster,
with an average daily passenger rate of 796,000 in 2010. The
Railways Minister estimated the mileage of high speed rail in
China to be approximately 13,000 kilometers in 2011 and a total
of just over 35,000 kilometers of high-speed rail by 2016 is among
the targets of China’s 12th FYP. High-speed rail tickets are more
expensive than those of conventional rail trains, but can cut total
travel times between some destinations by nearly half.
The Shanghai-Nanjing high-speed railway, which travels up to 355
kilometers per hour opened in July 2010, shortening the travel
time between the two cities to just 73 minutes. Another major
high-speed rail project, 1,318 kilometers long between Beijing
and Shanghai, is the longest and most expensive in the country
and scheduled to open to the public in 2011/2012.
Shanghai is also well known for building the world’s first
commercial Maglev railway connecting Pudong International
Airport with downtown Shanghai in less than eight minutes,
reaching a maximum speed of 433 kilometers per hour.

Taxis
Chinese taxi drivers generally speak little English, so plan to have
your destination in written Chinese. You can depend on business
cards and company print outs or the hotel concierge will usually
do this for you. All taxis in China have meters (double check that
the driver turns it on shortly after you get into the cab) and if your
trip involves using one of China’s toll roads, the cost of the toll will
be added to the fare that appears on the meter. Tipping is not
expected.

Driving
To drive legally in China you must have a Chinese driver’s license;
an international driver’s license will not suffice. It is possible to hire
a car and driver by the day.

Treatment of Visitors

In the larger cities, most Chinese are familiar with Westerners; in
rural areas and smaller cities and towns, however, Westerners are
less frequently seen and may be treated with some curiosity.

Health and Safety

Even in big cities like Shanghai, drink only bottled or boiled water.
Certain hotels might state that their water is safe to drink, but
most people living in the country choose not to take any chances.
Before departing for China, consult your doctor as to what
immunisations you require. In the developing countryside, there
is a risk of hepatitis (strains A, B and E), typhoid, polio, malaria,
dengue fever, tuberculosis, yellow fever and rabies.
China is a relatively safe country, but there is a very large risk of
petty theft and pick-pocketing. Almost all foreigners who have
spent a significant period of time in the country have had issues
with this, so watch your valuables!
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Visas

working hours are an hour earlier than elsewhere.

In order to enter China, you are required to have a visa and a
passport with a validity of at least 6 months. You also require proof
of onward travel intentions (a return air ticket) and hotel details.
There are several types of Chinese visas, the most common being
tourist and business visas, which are issued with different lengths
of stay and have slightly different requirements. For requirements
and an application form, check with the Chinese Embassy in
advance of travelling. (See appendix for contact details.)

Public Holidays
Holidays and their breaks are standardized nationally and
businesses are required to give employees the day off on the days
announced by the government or pay three times normal salary.
For China’s fixed-date holidays - New Year (January 1), May Day
(May 1), National Day (October 1) - the government typically allots
a three day holiday, which may or may not overlap with weekends.

A visa can take up to 5 days to process at the Chinese Embassy
in Dublin. Please note the Chinese Embassy - Visa Section is
open from 9am-12pm Monday to Thursday, closed Friday and on
Chinese and Irish national holidays. For more information, please
visit the Embassy of the PRC in Ireland website: http://ie.chinaembassy.org/eng/Consular/AboutVisa/t112836.htm

In addition to these fixed holidays, China celebrates a number of
holidays according to the lunar calendar, which means that the
date of the holiday varies widely each year.

Hotels

Communications

Most international brands are represented in the major cities across
China, including Marriott, Hilton, Intercontinental, Sheraton, RitzCarlton, Renaissance, Crowne Plaza, among others. For example,
Starwood Hotels’ Sheraton brand is set to open 16 more locations
in China in 2011, including in Guangzhou, Shanghai and Beijing.
Domestic budget hotel chains, such as Jinjiang Inn, Hanting Inn,
Home Inn, Green Tree Inn, Pod Inn and Motel 168 also offer some
bargains. Beware that rating standards in China are not the same
as international ratings and are usually lower in quality.

Please note, in many cases holidays are compensated for by
adding an additional working day the week before or after.
China has an efficient postal system; it will take about a week for
mail from China to reach Ireland. Hotels normally sell postcards
and stamps and provide stationery. Broadband and Wi-Fi facilities
are common in the major hotels, airports and office buildings
and sometimes nearby cafes and restaurants catering to Western
cuisine. Courier firms such as Federal Express, DHL and UPS are
reliable.

Official Holiday Breaks (2012)
Holiday

Business Hours and Holidays

Dates (2012)

All of China operates in a single time zone, Beijing time, which is
GMT + 8 hours. Please note, however, that China does not observe
daylight savings time and when day light savings is in effect in
Ireland, the time in Beijing is GMT + 7 hours.

New Year’s Day

January 1 - 3

Chinese New Year Day

January 22 - 28

Tomb Sweeping Festival

April 2 - 4

May Day

April 29 - May 1

Offices generally open at 9:00 am and close at 5:30 pm and are
closed on weekends. Government departments may only be
open from 10:00 am until 12:00 noon and from 2:30 pm until 4:00
pm. Although Xinjiang Province is on the same time as Beijing,

Dragon Boat Festival

June 22 - 24

Mid-Autumn Festival

September 30

National Day

October 1 - 7

Holiday Dates (2012-2015)
Holiday

2012

2013

2014

2015

New Year’s Day

January 1

Chinese New Year Day

January 23

February 10

January 31

February 19

April 4

April 5

April 5

Tomb Sweeping Festival

April 4

May Day

May 1

Dragon Boat Festival

June 23

June 12

June 2

June 20

Mid-Autumn Festival

September 30

September 19

September 8

September 27

National Day

October 1

Typically, the State Council will announce the official national holiday breaks in an annual statement a few weeks before the beginning of the year.
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There is an extensive Chinese mobile phone network; almost
everyone in urbanized areas has a mobile phone. China has both
the largest number of mobile and internet users in the world.
China has nationwide GSM and CDMA networks in addition to 3G.
Roaming with an Irish mobile phone is possible. However, Chinese
SIM cards are readily available upon arrival at airports and cost

roughly €10 at mobile phone stores in China. This may be a costefficient way for you and those you are calling when in China. To
obtain a SIM card, you may sometimes be asked for ID verification
with your passport. “86” is the international country calling code
for China. Both the country code and city code, a three-digit
number, must be used when dialing to China.

Five Geographic Regions
Central China

Beijing and
Northeast China

Shanghai and
Yangtze River Delta
West China
South China

China is an incredibly heterogeneous country, with vast
geographic variations in language, peoples, industrial specialty
and development level. While the wealthiest cities in the country
can give European cities a run for their money in terms of
modernity, driving a few hours into the countryside will reveal that
China is still, in fact, a developing country.

China watchers joke that there are so many geographic differences
that the country is, in fact, a continent. There are many ways to
divide China into more manageable pieces based on shared
characteristics, but one of the easiest ways is to look at it as five
geographic regions.
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Pearl River Delta

Guangdong’s primary industries include light manufacturing,
textiles, engineering and shipbuilding and the province is home
to three Special Economic Zones: Shenzhen, Zhuhai and Shantou.

Guangxi
Guangxi is an autonomous region with some self-governance. It
borders on Vietnam to the southwest and its economy is based on
agriculture and tourism. Guangxi is home to many ethnic minority
groups, including Zhuang, Dong, Miao, Yao, Hui, Yi, Shui and Gin.
Trade across the border with Vietnam is increasing as infrastructure
improves and the central government is increasingly emphasizing
the province’s development as China looks to improve ChinaASEAN relations. Tourism, agriculture and mining industries
are top contributors to Guangxi’s economy and the focus of
government-backed development in the region. The province is
also involved in metallurgy, chemicals, engineering, electronics,
steel, pharmaceuticals, textiles, paper, flour, silk, leather, oils and
citrus fruit production.

Fuzhou

FUJIAN
GUANGXI
ZHUANG A. R. GUANGDONG
Nanning

Guangzhou

HAINAN

South China

Haikou

Province

GDP
(US $bn)

GDP/person
(US$ PPP)

Population
(mil)

Fujian

206

9,969

36.8

Guangdong

665

12,074

98.3

Guangxi

135

5,011

48.1

Hainan
Hong Kong
Macau
Total

30

6,117

8.8

219.6

45,580

7.1

26.4

72,110

0.6

1,282

150,861

199.7

Source: The Economist “Comparing China Provinces to Countries” 2010 data

Hainan
Hainan Island or Hainan Dao lies in the South China Sea, 30 miles
off the coast of Guangdong. Hainan’s actual territory covers an
enormous amount of seabed -a radius of about 200 miles around
the island area - and the local government is keen to exploit
this. In recent years, Hainan has developed into one of China’s
prime resort areas due to its favourable climate and is known
as the oriental Hawaii. Roughly 80 percent of Hainan’s revenue
comes from tourism. Hainan is a Special Economic Zone though
it is not yet heavily industrialised. Other major industries are
predominantly agricultural, with production in natural rubber,
coffee, tropical flowers and fruits. The island is also a major salt
production center.

Hong Kong

Located on the mainland but directly facing Taiwan, Fujian’s
coastline gives easy access to foreign trade and business relations
with investors based in Taiwan and Hong Kong. Major industries
in Fujian include building materials, forestry, light manufacturing,
electronics, petrochemicals and shipping. Jinjiang county is
China’s center for shoe manufacturing, with operations from eight
of China’s top twenty manufacturers.

Hong Kong returned to Chinese control in 1997 and is a Special
Administrative Region with a high degree of self-governance.
Hong Kong is one of the world’s great trading centres and was
historically the principal point of entry for international companies
seeking to enter the Chinese market. Hong Kong company law
allows non-residents to be directors and shareholders of Hong
Kong limited companies and to use these for trading purposes
in China. Hong Kong also enjoys a low tax rate and offers tax
exemption for companies that do not conduct trade within Hong
Kong itself, giving the area something similar to offshore tax-free
status.

Guangdong

Macau

Fujian

Guangdong has long been a centre for trade. The province is
heavily industrialised, well developed economically and benefits
from proximity to Hong Kong. Guangdong has the largest regional
GDP of all of China, at US$665 billion it accounts for 10-11 percent
of the national GDP.
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Formerly a Portuguese colony and the last colony in China, Macau
is also a Special Administrative Region like Hong Kong. Cantonese
and Portuguese are the official languages and the region is best
known for its gambling industry.

Beijing and Northeast China

and Tianjin. Major industries in Hebei include coal, steel and
textiles.

Heilongjiang
HEILONGJIANG
Harbin

JILIN
Changchun
Shenyang

HEBEI

LIAONING

TIANJIN
Shijiazhuang

Beijing and
Northeast China

SHANDONG
Jinan

Heilongjiang is China’s northernmost province and shares an
extensive border with Russia. Heavily forested, the area is rich in
natural resources and is now an important distribution point for
goods going into or exiting Russia, with an extensive rail network
and airports centering on the capital city Harbin. Heilongjiang’s
economy has a history of coal, petroleum, lumber, machinery and
food production and it currently holds the largest coal deposit in
the region and largest oil field in China.

Jilin

Province

GDP
GDP/person Population
(US $bn) (US$ PPP)
(mil)

Beijing

201

20,841

17.2

Hebei

287

7,276

70.5

Heilongjiang

142

6,777

37.3

Jilin

127

8,346

27.1

Liaoning

260

10,722

43.1

Shandong

574

10,914

93.7

Tianjin

133

19,284

12.3

1,724

84,210

301.2

Total

Source: The Economist “Comparing China Provinces to Countries” 2010 data

Beijing
Beijing is the capital of the People’s Republic of China and
is a municipality with provincial status. China’s highest-level
academic, cultural, scientific and economic institutions and
foreign embassies are all located in Beijing. It is also home to the
China offices of many major international companies and is the
centre for political influence and lobbying. Beijing is now a major
trade and transport hub and has a well-developed commercial
infrastructure. Industrially, it is second only to Shanghai.

Hebei
Hebei is widely-regarded as home to the Peking man – a remote
ancestor of the Chinese people. A major agricultural base and
labour source, Hefei feeds and provides labour to nearby Beijing

Jilin borders North Korea and the provinces of Liaoning,
Heilongjiang and Inner Mongolia. It has a wide-ranging natural
resources base with mineral reserves, timber and associated
processing industries, as well as concentrated zones of production
in the new materials, refined chemical products, electronic
information, bioengineering and health product industries. It
produces a significant amount of China’s commodity grains as
well as ginseng and deer antlers for use in traditional medicines.

Liaoning
With major seaports in Dalian, Huludao, Dandong, Yingkou and
Jinzhou, Liaoning is a major industrial province and an important
raw materials production location in China. The capital of the
province, Shenyang, was the main automotive production
centre of China, but this industry has now declined. Dalian is one
of China’s largest ports, serving Japan and Korea. Other major
industries include silk production, coal and iron-ore mining and
power generation.

Shandong
Shandong is home to the beer-producing city of Qingdao and
Chengyu vineyards, as well as home to two of the largest ports in
China, Qingdao and Yantai. The ports are important export sites
for agricultural products and raw materials, as well as import base
for machinery, plastics, chemicals and technology. The province
is also rich in natural resources such as coal, iron and oil. In recent
years, foreign investment has gone towards the manufacturing
sector, primarily in Weihai and Yantai.

Tianjin
Tianjin, another municipality with provincial status, is a major
international port and a centre of heavy industry such as steel,
textiles and machinery. Light industry and chemicals are also
developing. The provincial and local governments are encouraging
foreign investment in machinery, metallurgy, electronics, light
industry, agriculture and infrastructure.
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Yangtze River Delta

Nanjing, Suzhou and Wuxi. Its principal industries are textiles, food
processing, machine engineering, vehicle production, chemicals
and silk production.
Jiangsu is also well-known for its development in the green sector
and is the leading manufacturer and exporter of solar power
equipment. As a whole, Jiangsu province will establish 7000 MW
of intertidal and offshore wind farms by 2020.

Shanghai
JIANGSU
ANHUI

Nanjing

Hefei
Hangzhou

ZHEJIANG

Province

GDP
(US $bn)

Shanghai and
Yangtze River Delta

GDP/person
(US$ PPP)

Population
(mil)

Anhui

175

5261

59.4

Jiangsu

596

13,714

77.5

Shanghai

250

22,983

19.4

Zhejiang

379

12,876

52.5

1,400

54,834

208.8

Total

Source: The Economist “Comparing China Provinces to Countries” 2010 data

Anhui
Although most economists set a three-hour drive from Shanghai
as the range of the Yangtze River Delta’s economic radius, Anhui
province, out to the west, is looking to join the collective. Much
of Anhui’s wealth resides in the industrial cities of Hefei, Wuhu and
Ma’anshan and its capital of Hefei was named the fastest growing
city in China in November 2010 by The Economist magazine.
With a close proximity to Shanghai, Anhui has long been a source
of migrant labour for the city. The economy is mostly agricultural,
but it is also a national base for the material industry and a large
provider of coal and energy to eastern China. Future economic
emphasis in Anhui will be to strengthen its mineral resources
processing.

Jiangsu
Jiangsu, situated north of Shanghai, is one of the most developed
provinces in China and home to the up-and-coming cities of
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Located on the Yangtze River delta, Shanghai is strategically
important as a communications node and rivals Hong Kong as
a point of entry for foreign companies wishing to trade in China.
With government-backed development as a top industrial, trade
and financial center, Shanghai is home to hundreds of foreign
company branch, representative and production management
offices.
In preparation for the World Expo in 2010, Shanghai overhauled
its infrastructure and created a master plan of commercial space
for the land afterwards, obviously anticipating growth in foreign
investment and enterprise presence. In 2010, Shanghai Port
surpassed Singapore to be the world’s busiest container port.
The Shanghai Stock Exchange is one of two major exchanges in
mainland China (the other is located in Shenzhen).

Zhejiang
Zhejiang is renowned for the entrepreneurial spirit of its people,
with many township cooperatives now dominating certain
sectors of industry. Secondary and tertiary sectors dominate
the province’s economy, with continued emphasis on IT and
electronic communications.
Driving time from Shanghai to Hangzhou, the capital city of
Zhejiang province, is only three hours long. Hangzhou attracts
many multinational companies to its development zones. The
city has a large number of universities and institutes of higher
learning, providing a good source of management talent without
the high costs normally associated with Shanghai.
The blueprint for the Hangzhou Urban Economic Circle, a major
regional economic development project, was approved in 2011
as a joint initiative between four cities in Zhejiang Province
(Hangzhou, Huzhou, Jiaxing, Shaoxing). The plan prioritizes
transportation infrastructure improvements, including new public
bus lines, a trans-city express railway system and a restructuring
plan for the canal to facilitate water transportation.

Central China

populated province. It is an agriculture-based province, producing
much of China’s grain, wheat, sesame and flour, but also produces
coal and metals. Henan is a major tourism province based on
its large collection of ancient relics and structures. However, its
services sector in other areas such as finance and commerce are
still developing.

Central China

OLIA

.

A. R

Hubei

NG

O
RM

E

INN

Hubei is located in central China and has benefited in recent years
from the flow of manufacturing inland away from higher cost
areas. In 2010, Hubei posted an annual GDP growth rate of 14.8
percent and claimed the title of China’s second largest provincial
economy. Hubei is particularly rich in natural mineral resources and
more than 110 kinds of minerals can be found within its borders.
In March of 2010, the Hubei provincial government announced
a RMB12.1 trillion investment plan. While the details of how this
money will be spent is unclear, this is the largest investment plan
announced by a provincial government ever and it appears clear
that the provincial government has big plans.

Hohhot
Taiyuan

SHANXI
Zhengzhou

HENAN
HUBEI
Wuhan
Nanchang

HUNAN

Changsha

JIANGXI

Hunan
Province

GDP
(US $bn)

GDP/person
(US$ PPP)

Inner Mongolia

180

13,108

24.4

Henan

333

6,402

92.9

Hubei

225

7,009

57.2

Hunan

232

6,474

63.8

Jiangxi

136

5,671

43

Shanxi
Total

Population
(mil)

129

6,581

34.8

1,235

45,245

316.1

Source: The Economist “Comparing China Provinces to Countries” 2010 data

Inner Mongolia
Inner Mongolia is one of China’s most unique provinces, located
in the far west of the country and bordered by Mongolia and
Russia. Inner Mongolia is China’s third largest province by area
but has historically been less than economically vibrant. Recently,
economic development has been progressing at a brisk pace as
evidenced by 14.9 percent annual GDP growth between 2009 and
2010 . Rich in resources, Inner Mongolia is home to China’s second
largest coal deposits and is among China’s top coal producing
provinces. Looking forward, the renewable energy industry is
drawing a lot of attention in Inner Mongolia because of rapid
growth and the regional availability of key resources, such as rare
earths.

Henan

The birth place of Mao Zedong, Hunan province, also known
as “Xiang”, is located in the middle of Southern China. Although
Hunan’s land mass is small, the province is the seventh most
populous in China with a population of 63.7 million. Hunan’s
primary economic drivers include the tobacco, steel, electricity,
chemical and agricultural sectors. In 2010, year on year GDP
growth totaled 14.5 percent, ranking Hunan as the second fastest
growing province in central China. As well, Hunan has seen
tremendous growth in exports, which grew by nearly 44.7 percent
in 2010.

Jiangxi
The province of Jiangxi is located near the wealthy provinces of
Fujian, Guangdong and Zhejiang, but its own economy is lagging.
Jiangxi’s economy has been dependent on its resource deposits
of coal, tungsten and kaolin. Its agricultural sector also produces
output of cotton, tea, sugarcane and beans. Starting a few years
ago, the local government has focused on initiatives to gain
investment in higher-value industries including electronics, cars,
machinery, petrochemicals, construction materials and tourism.

Shanxi
Shanxi accounts for a large portion of China’s coal production,
which causes the province to have some of the worst pollution
in the country. The province also has large reserves of bauxite,
magnesium and clay. Other industries include electronics,
engineering, mining equipment, chemical production, power
generation and metal refining. Agriculture is not very prosperous
in Shanxi due to arid climate and limited water sources.

With a population of 92.9 million in 2010, Henan is China’s most
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West China

been slow and spotty. Agriculture is its main industry, with cotton,
maize and millet production. The province also produces a variety
of metals and was a part of the Silk Route.

Guizhou
With an inland location with a historically underdeveloped
infrastructure, most of Guizhou’s economy has depended
on energy, tobacco and liquor production. The government
encourages more development in natural resource processing,
defense, electronic information, high-tech and tourism. Past FDI
has focused on manufacturing, mining, utilities and construction.
More infrastructural development and capital input have resulted
from China’s “Go West” policy.

Urumqi

XINJIANG UYGHUR A. R.
GANSU
Yinchuan

QINGHAI

Xining

NINGXIA
HUI A. R.
Lanzhou

Xi'an

SHAANXI

TIBET A. R.
Lhasa

IN
GQ
ON

Shaanxi

CH

Chengdu

G

SICHUAN

GUIZHOU
Kunming

West China

Province

Guiyang

YUNNAN

GDP
(US $bn)

GDP/person
(US$ PPP)

Population
(mil)

Chongqing

117

7171

29.1

Gansu

29.6

4031

26.4

Guizhou

71.9

3335

38.4

Ningxia

25.5

7205

6.3

Shaanxi

148

7187

36.7

Sichuan

244

5350

81.2

Yunnan

110

4280

45.8

Qinghai

19.3

6117

21.5

7.6

4583

3

72.9

6046

21.5

845.8

55305

309.9

Tibet
Xinjiang
Total

Source: The Economist “Comparing China Provinces to Countries” 2010 data

Chongqing
Chongqing was the capital of Sichuan province until 1997. It
has since been restructured as a provincial level municipality
and Chengdu became the provincial capital. The earthquake in
spring of 2008 disrupted the province’s economy, but fortunately
Chengdu was not severely damaged.

Gansu
Geographically, Gansu is central, linking east to west and north
to south. Due to its rough terrain, economic development has
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Shaanxi’s imperial history and world-famous terracotta warriors
in Xi’an make it a top tourist destination. Its natural resources in
coal and oil have driven Shaanxi’s economy, as well as production
in cotton and textiles, electrical equipment, engineering and
chemical manufacturing, iron and steel production and some hitech industry. Future development emphasis will be to increase
high-tech sectors in areas such as aviation, aerospace and
equipment manufacturing.

Sichuan
With a population of 81.2 million (2010), Sichuan is one of China’s
most populated provinces. Its location between high mountains
has stunted its infrastructure development in the past, but has since
benefited from China’s“Go West”initiatives. Major industries include
engineering, vehicle manufacturing, iron smelting, chemical
production, cotton milling. It also has the largest exploitable
water resources in China with Yangtze and Minjiang rivers.

Yunnan
Yunnan province is located in southwest China and is home to
roughly a third of China’s ethnic minorities. It shares international
borders with Vietnam, Laos and Myanmar. Lijiang in Yunnan
province now lays claim to the title of the mythical ‘Shangri La’.
The capital city, Kunming, is the most industrialised area, and the
major industries in the region include agriculture, mining and
tourism. Agriculture is a big economic driver in the province, which
is the largest tobacco producrt in China, as well as a producer of
rice, maize, wheat, sugar beet, yams and coffee. Transportation
infrastructure has developed rapidly as China attempts to improve
economic trade with neighboring provinces and ASEAN nations.
Development zones in this province are mostly for cross-border
trade with Myanmar.

Ningxia, Tibet, Xinjiang
Autonomous regions home largely to minority groups.

Geography and Wealth
GDP of Ireland, Chinese Provinces
(US $bn)
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Ningxia
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Qinghai

Henan

Hubei

Hunan
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Shanxi

Jiangxi

Jiangsu

Zhejiang

Anhui

Shanghai

Hebei

Shandong

Beijing

Liaoning

Heilongjiang

Jilin

Tianjin

Guangdong

Fujian

Hong Kong

Guangxi
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Hainan
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Source, China: The Economist. “All the Parities in China.” http://www.economist.com/content/all_parities_china
Source, Ireland: CIA World Factbook, 2010 est

Capital
First Tier City
Second or Third Tier City

Harbin
Urumqi
Changchun

Shenyang
Beijing

Hohhot
Yinchuan

Shijiazhuang

Dalian
Yantai

Zibo

Taiyuan
Xining

Dandong
Tianjin

Jinan

Qingdao

Lanzhou
Zhengzhou

Xi'an

Hefei
Lhasa

Suzhou

ng
q

ing

Wuhan

Ch
o

Chengdu

Nanjing

Nanchang

Hangzhou

Yangzhou
Changzhou
Wuxi
Changshu
Taicang
Shanghai
Ningbo
Wenzhou

Guiyang

Changsha

Kunming

Fuzhou
Xiamen

Zhaoqing Guangzhou Huizhou
Nanning
Shantou
Foshan
Dongguan
Zhongshan
Jiangmen
Shenzhen
Zhuhai
Zhanjiang
Haikou
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City Groupings

China’s urbanization and population growth rate have both been
steadily increasing over the years. Mainland China is still less than
50 percent urbanized (43.1 percent as of 2009), but urbanization
is expected to reach 52 percent in 2015 and 65 percent by 2030,
according to a Blue Paper on China Urban Development Report
released by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in 2010.
Even the largest consumer goods retailers can’t afford to set up
sales facilities in every major Chinese city. The best approach is to
find those areas that have the ideal mix of accessibility, saturation
and consumer buying power.

First Tier Cities - China’s Largest Cities with Largest Urban
Populations
• Definition: The definition of first tier cities varies slightly
depending on whom you ask, definitely including Beijing and
Shanghai, most likely including Guangzhou and Shenzhen and
sometimes including Chongqing.

First Tier Cities Consumer Markets
RMB/head/year
City

Disposable Income

Consumption
Expenditure

provincial capitals and add and subtract cities based on
economic standards. Third-tier cities have disposable income,
but tend to be less sophisticated consumers.
Whether defining by population or economic indicators,
definitions are not consistent nationally. RightSiteAsia, an online
real estate connection platform, illustrates:
• Xiamen in Fujian province (where there are no first tier cities)
is only 2.5 million people, but is usually seen as second tier,
while Nantong in Jiangsu province has over 7 million people,
but is usually classified as a third-tier city because it sits close
to Shanghai.
• In most provinces, a city with a GDP greater than RMB250
billion annually would be considered a second tier city, with
this standard increasing to RMB350 billion annually in more
prosperous provinces.
Economic growth, area and even high grade transportation
facilities can influence classification as well. With cities
growing quickly, cities with large areas and cities with
international airports are more likely to be seen as of a higher
tier. As competition increases in first and second tier cities,
opportunities may arise in the third tier cities.

Selected Second and Third Tier Cities Consumer Markets
RMB/head/year

Beijing

24,725

16,460

Guangzhou

25,317

20,836

Shanghai

26,675

19,398

Wenzhou

26,172

20,333

Shenzhen

26,729

19,779

Suzhou

24,620

16,051

Wuxi

23,263

14,362

Dongguan

30,275

23,208

Hangzhou

23,534

16,229

Ningbo

25,196

15,817

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit, 2008

• Market Development: First tier cities have been targeted by
international players for many years now, making the market
for selling in these cities highly competitive. Nonetheless, with
the high average salaries (and disposable incomes) of residents,
most international players will enter in one of these cities to
gain a feel for the market before entering into second tier cities.
• Average Salaries: These cities have significantly higher average
salaries (and disposable incomes) than second and third tier
cities and the highest purchasing power for foreign goods.
Average monthly salaries are as follows:

Second Tier and Third Tier Cities
• Definition: Some attempt to define second tier cities purely by
population size (a population greater than five million perhaps),
while others start with a base definition of the 23 secondary
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City

Disposable Income

Consumption
Expenditure

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit, 2008

• Market Development: Second and third tier cities have smaller
markets than their first tier competitors, but competition is less
fierce, although these circumstances are beginning to change.
• Average Salaries: While average salaries (and disposable
incomes) are on average lower than first tier cities, the average
salaries in second and third tier cities are increasing quickly, as
are government mandated minimum wages.

Fastest Growing Second and Third Tier Cities (Population)
2003-2008

2009-2014 (forecasted)

% population
growth yearon-year

% population
growth yearon-year

Hefei

69.4

Zhengzhou

53.7

Zhengzhou

64.0

Hefei

46.0

Nanchang

60.4

Chengdu

45.6

Changsha

58.8

Guilin

45.1

Shijiazhuang

52.1

Changsha

42.9

Zhangjiakou

49.0

Hohhot

41.9

Maanshan

45.8

Nanchang

39.9

Zhuzhou

45.6

Liuzhou

39.6

Qinhuangdao

45.1

Zhuzhou

37.5

Chengdu

42.9

Panzhihua

37.4

Yueyang

39.7

Xi’an

37.4

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit

Rural Areas
China’s national urbanization rate was 43.1 percent, with cities
like Hong Kong and Macau achieving 100 percent urbanization,
according to the 2009 United Nations Statistical Yearbook for Asia
and the Pacific. This leaves 57 percent of the population in rural
areas. These areas are characterized by the following:
• Low penetration of foreign goods.
• Low income levels: in 2009, rural income was around RMB5,000,
compared to an urban per-capital disposable income of over
RMB17,000 (China National Bureau of Statistics)
• Highly fragmented with limited distribution methods and
difficult to develop markets

The Consumer Market

With a population of over 1.3 billion, the sheer scale of the
potential consumer market in China appears to offer enormous
opportunities for international companies. Remember, however,
that China’s wealth and spending power are largely concentrated
in the major and mostly coastal, cities. The good news, however,
is that there is a growing number of young professionals with
significant disposable income in the major coastal cities who
aspire to higher standards of living and increased wages and
thus are more likely to spend on credit for mid- to high-range
consumer products.

Due to their spending power, the segment most often targeted
by foreign marketers is the population of urban consumers in
the large coastal cities. As China moves into the 21st century,
however, the economic situation of these consumers is changing
dramatically. While today‘s Chinese consumers have more
disposable income, they are spending prudently in the face of
new and rising costs and an uncertain financial future.
Marketers tend to view consumers in these key groups:

“Little Emperors“
The effect of China’s one-child policy is that children are making
up less and less of the population. However, these “little emperors”
wield more and more influence over their family‘s consumption
of food and beverages, books and toys, computers, education and
clothing. Children ages 0 to 14 years old account for approximately
17.6 percent of China’s current population.

Young Urban Consumer
This generation grew up reaping the benefits of China‘s opening
up and rapid economic development. They are open to foreign
products and new ideas and are knowledgeable about product
choices, trends and images. They often still live with their parents
and have more disposable income to spend than consumers
who are paying for housing. They aspire to higher standards of
living and believe their incomes will rise with experience. While
the average Chinese personal savings rate is well in the doubledigits, the young urban consumers group have been shown to
have nearly zero rates of savings. Thus, this group of 18 to 34 year
olds is commonly sought after by the foreign marketer.

Lost Generation
Quite in contrast to the young urban consumers are the members
of the so-called “lost generation“, the 45 to 55 age group who
grew up in a China that experienced constant societal change.
Many were left behind as China moved away from a command
economy. Members of this group are the base of China’s high
household savings rate and are less likely to try new brands and
are motivated primarily by price.

Age 65 and Over
In 1985, 4.9 percent of the Chinese population was over 65; today
this segment represents 8.9 percent of the total (2011 est.), thanks
to improvements in health care and nutrition and a lower birth
rate. A growing elderly population of this scale translates into
greatly increased spending on pharmaceuticals and medical care.
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ZHENGZHOU
Manufacturing, textiles
Banking and finance, electronics and electrical
equipment

WUHAN
Banking and finance, IT, trading
Automotive, biotechnology, manufacturing,
metals, transportation and logistics
CHANGSHA
Automotive, industrial machinery and parts
Chemical and pharmaceutical, manufacturing,
metals, textile

BEIJING
Automotive, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, IT
Banking and finance, communications,
electronics and electrical equipment, industrial
machinery and parts, medical products, metals

Breakdown of
Professional Clusters
in China

CHENGDU
Industrial machinery and parts, IT, medical
products
Banking and finance, electronics and electrical
equipment, manufacturing, outsourcing services

CHONGQING
Automotive, manufacturing
Chemical and pharmaceutical, electronics and
electrical equipment, industrial machinery and
parts, textile
GUANGZHOU
Automotive, banking and finance,
manufacturing
Electronics and electrical equipment, IT,
petrochemical, transportation and logistics
DONGGUAN
Industrial machinery and parts, trading
Electronics and electrical equipment, IT,
manufacturing, metals, textile
FOSHAN
Manufacturing, metals
Automotive, electronics and electrical
equipment, industrial machinery and parts
JIANGMEN
Industrial machinery and parts,
manufacturing, textile
Chemical and pharmaceutical, electronics and
electrical equipment, IT, metals
ZHUHAI
Electronics and electrical equipment, manufacturing
Biotechnology, IT, medical products and equipment,
petrochemical

TIANJIN
Automotive, communicat
Biotechnology, electronics
equipment, energy, indust
textile, transportation and

MACAU
Banking and finance, tourism
Trading, outsourcing services

tions, IT, metals
s and electrical
trial machinery and parts,
logistics

DALIAN
Electronics, electrical equipment,
IT, manufacturing, petrochemical Banking
and finance, industrial machinery and
parts, metals

SHENYANG
Industrial machinery and parts, manufacturing, trading
Automotive, chemical and pharmaceutical, electronics
and electrical equipment, medical products, metals

NANJING
Electronics and electrical equipment, metals,
outsourcing services
Automotive, biotechnology, chemical and
pharmaceutical, industrial machinery and parts, IT,
manufacturing, petrochemical
YANGZHOU
Automotive, electronics and electrical equipment,
textile
Chemical and pharmaceutical, manufacturing, medical
products, metals, petrochemical
SUZHOU
Chemical and pharmaceutical, industrial machinery
and parts, IT
Communications, petrochemical, textile
SHANGHAI
Automotive, banking and finance, IT, trading
Biotechnology, chemical and pharmaceutical,
electronics and electrical equipment, industrial
machinery and parts, manufacturing, metals,
petrochemical, transportation and logistics
HANGZHOU
IT, manufacturing, textile
Automotive, chemical and pharmaceutical,
communications, electronics and electrical
equipment, medical products, metals
NINGBO
Manufacturing, textile, trading
Automotive, communications, electronics and
electrical equipment, industrial machinery and parts,
metals, petrochemical
SHAOXING
Industrial machinery and parts, textile
Chemical and pharmaceutical, metals, petrochemical
WENZHOU
Electronics and electrical equipment, manufacturing
Automotive, chemical and pharmaceutical, metals,
textiles
HONG KONG
Banking and finance, outsourcing services, trading
Communications, electronics and electrical equipment, IT,
transportation and logistics

SHENZHEN
Banking and finance, IT, manufacturing
Biotechnology, communications, electronics and electrical
equipment, textile, transportation and logistics

Best Cities for Business, Forbes (China) 2010
City

Province/Municipality

1

Guangzhou

Guangdong

2

Shanghai

Shanghai

3

Shenzhen

Guangdong

4

Hangzhou

Zhejiang

5

Suzhou

Jiangsu

6

Beijing

Beijing

7

Wuxi

Jiangsu

8

Ningbo

Zhejiang

9

Nanjing

Jiangsu

10

Tianjin

Tianjin

China Business Environment, Global Ranking
2010-2014

2005-2009

Change

Overall position

43

54

11

Political environment

62

65

3

Macroeconomic environment

27

36

9

Market opportunities

1

1

0

Policy towards private enterprise & competition

55

66

11

Policy towards foreign investment

62

52

10

Foreign trade & exchange controls

50

51

1

Taxes

44

59

15

Financing

46

61

15

Labour market

42

53

11

Infrastructure

50

63

13

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit, China Business Environment Ranking, http://www.eiu.com/
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2.

Business Basics in China

A Relationship-Focused Culture
Chinese business culture is largely based on relationships, or guanxi. Cultural experts also explain relationships in China as concentric
circles, with a person having an inner circle and an outer circle. Within the inner circle, there is a high level of trust and a great exchange of
favors, while outsiders are treated with distance. Relationship development – including relationships with business partners - takes time
in China and is often done over the course of several years. Chinese often comment on Western relationships as simple in comparison
and many Chinese themselves will at times admit frustration with the complexity of relationships in Chinese society. Nonetheless, many
businessmen describe strongly relationships as a key to successful business in China.
The Chinese focus on relationships comes largely from Confucianism, a philosophy that focuses on a hierarchical society in which proper
behavior according to a set social role will contribute to a “harmonious society”. You’ll see this phrase constantly in China, from the 12th
Five Year Plan to news commentary on improving transportation infrastructure. The visibility of hierarchy within Chinese organizations
varies widely, with more conservative organizations such as state-owned enterprises valuing it more than others. Adhering to Confucian
social codes also ties in with the preservation of mianzi or “face.” While the concept of “saving face” and “losing face” exists in most
Western cultures, it is especially strong in the East and loosely refers to preserving someone’s dignity. Open conflict is often avoided,
as it would cause one party to lose face and this often leads to indirect forms of expressing conflicting views, such as initial agreement
followed by disagreement. Giving face is equally important as not taking it away and actions such as politely ignoring a mistake, showing
humility and giving a toast can all be considered ways of giving face.
Beyond pure time commitment, developing a relationship is largely built on gift giving, favors, shared meals and otherwise providing
for physical comfort and convenience. When giving a gift, keep in mind that the price of the gift and an elaborate external appearance
(often including a large size and fancy wrapping) is seen as representative of the level of respect given to the recipient. When building
a relationship, you may receive requests for favors that could be considered unrelated to your established relationship with the person.
While it is always your choice how you respond to such requests, keep in mind that exchanging favors is a large part of relationship
development and that a return favor from that person may be the most efficient way to accomplish a task of your own in the future.
Paying for meals – or the hotel bill should someone come to visit you – is seen as key providing for your counterpart’s physical comfort
and convenience and as a result, a short argument over who should pay for the bill is also quite common. Your Chinese counterparts
will likely also escort you to the airport, car, etc or send someone to do it for them – accept this and take this and other actions showing
concern for your wellbeing not as suggesting an inability to take care of yourself but as signs of politeness from your Chinese counterpart.
Chinese banquets are a common way for future business partners to get to know each other. They tend to be elaborate affairs, with
courses of cold dishes, followed by several rounds of hot dishes and often a soup. While you’ll likely first be offered chopsticks, Western
tableware is normally available as well. The Chinese like to offer guests delicacies such as chicken feet or exotic rare species, but there
are fish, beef, chicken and vegetable dishes are normally available as well. If you have had enough to eat and drink, simply leave the
food on the dish and leave your glass full. Traditional hospitality dictates that if your glass or plate is empty, your host will keep filling it
up. Drinking at such occasions is a major part of relationship building, especially among businessmen. Some of the local alcoholic drinks
that may be offered to you at or after business meetings (e.g. baijiu) are extremely strong - take care! Frequent toasts to the other party
and going “bottoms up” upon request are related to the idea of giving face to the other party.
While you do not have to act according to the principles of Chinese business culture (many Chinese understand cultural differences and
do not expect you to fully adopt Chinese ways), take efforts to demonstrate a very reciprocal relationship and do not allow yourself to
receive too many gifts/favors/acts of politeness without providing some in return.
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Meeting and Greeting

Translation

Greeting the Chinese is a matter of a simple handshake. When
exchanging business cards, give and receive cards with both
hands and read the card carefully before putting it away (a sign
of respect).

The extent to which foreign companies translate written
information into Chinese varies widely, depending on the extent
of the company’s involvement in the Chinese market. Translation
should be taken extremely seriously – Chinese is a complicated
language with a great deal of subtlety to it and misinterpretations
of meaning are common.

On certain topics, such as age and salary, Chinese are notoriously
open and straight-forward. On the other hand, as elsewhere,
politics and religious beliefs can be touchy topics and are
probably best left avoided at first. At least in the initial stages of
a relationship with a foreigner, some Chinese prefer to keep any
conversation portraying China in a negative light to a minimum.
This is not to say that they don’t recognize challenges the country
faces, it is simply a matter of face and a reaction to the Western
media, which often portrays the country and its government
extremely negatively.
Cultural differences can be easily forgotten when your Chinese
counterparts speak excellent English, but it’s in your best interest
to keep these in mind. In many Asian cultures, including Chinese
culture, directly saying “no” can cause embarrassment and a loss
of face. Chinese therefore often chose to disagree in a less direct
manner. As a general rule, anything other than an unequivocal
“yes” (including responses such as “maybe”) probably means “no.”
On any given point you may hear a great deal of agreement
along with a little bit of disagreement - the former is often added
to respectfully make the latter. Along these lines, nodding is
commonly seen in Chinese culture to mean “I hear you” and not
necessary “I agree” - check and check again that you know what
your Chinese counterparts are and are not agreeing to.
Body language is considered by many Westerners to be “muted” in
China and Chinese are often interpreted as lacking responsiveness
and emotion. This is largely connected to the concepts of inner
and outer relationship circles. If you find this to be the case with
your Chinese counterparts, simply acknowledge it as a cultural
difference and see if it changes over time.
When dressing for formal or business meetings, it is best to
remember that Chinese business culture at its foundation is a
conservative one. Flashy or multi-colored patterns should be
avoided, whereas conservative suits, classic color combinations
and staple accessories are acceptable.

For a company conducting a limited amount of business in
China, company names are generally left untranslated, though a
Chinese name is required to establish a legal business presence.
The selection of this name should be carefully done, as the
pronunciation of characters in the Chinese language can be
similar between words with dramatically different meanings,
some highly unfavorable. The most commonly used example of
this are the words “four” and “die,” which are both pronounced si,
the only difference in pronunciation being tone.
Before you visit potential Chinese partners, you may want to
translate your business card, company presentation slides, and/
or one-page company profile available into Chinese simplified
characters to demonstrate your professionalism and dedicated
interest in the Chinese market. Double-check the translated text
by asking the opinion of a second translator to ensure accuracy
and no misinterpretations.

Sam Jones
Consultant

1234 Atlantic Avenue, Westpark, Shannon, Co Clare, Ireland
Fixed Line: +353 (0) 61-422-1222
Fax: +353 (0) 61-422-1223
Mobile: +353-(0) 87 111-2222
www.irelandcompany.com
sam.jones@irelandcompany.com

江山
顾问
1234 Atlantic Avenue, Westpark, Shannon, Co Clare, Ireland
电话：+353 (0) 61-422-1222
传真：+353 (0) 61-422-1223
手机：+353-(0) 87 111-2222
www.irelandcompany.com
sam.jones@irelandcompany.com
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Some individuals choose to have their name translated into
Chinese, either as a purely phonetic translation to aid with
pronunciation, or as a similar-sounding common Chinese name
(generally 2-3 characters) to aid with memory. The latter often
creates a topic of small talk with Chinese, who are generally quite
curious about the origin of your Chinese name and eager to
discuss the meaning of the Chinese characters with you or inform
you of others who share the name, in part or whole. If you choose
to translate your name, ask a Chinese friend to assist - online
searches might land you with some spectacularly strange options.

The Chinese are often excellent at negotiations. There is a general
conception among many Chinese that Westerners are always in a
rush to close a business deal and this may be used against you. So,
do not commit to any agreement at first sight. Prepare for a long
negotiation process and, if possible, engage a professional advisor
to assist with contracts and negotiations.

On business cards, many business people in China will have twosided cards, one side in English and one side in Chinese. Translating
titles/positions is generally helpful, as the interpretation of your
position might be important to communication and negotiations.
English addresses are normally left in English, as are websites and
emails. Enterprise Ireland’s China team will be happy to assist you.

• Hold the Meeting at their Office/Factory
Take a good look at conditions and make sure you are not
dealing with another middleman.

Business Meetings,
Presentations & Negotiations
A more polite and formal Chinese language is often used in the
business setting, though not to the extreme of other languages,
such as Korean or Japanese. Words such as “respected” or “honored”
are often added in front of nouns, such as “I’m very pleased to
know your respected company.”
Chinese meetings are often long and sometimes without clear
objectives. Very often the meeting is an exercise in relationshipbuilding and the aim of the meeting is to move the relationship,
rather than any specific business task, forward.
Presentations are often similar, with the idea of “giving face” to
the presenter just as important as the topic at hand. In general,
speakers are not interrupted with questions and politeness to the
speaker is essential. Harmony in the conversation highly valued take efforts to maintain the face of your Chinese counterpart.
Factual detail and length of presentations and reports are highly
valued, moreso than engaging the listener or sticking closely
to the topic of focus. You may also notice a focus on long-term
benefits throughout. This is not to say that presentations by an Irish
company should follow this model, though it is worth keeping this
cultural difference in mind when you receive presentations and
reports from a Chinese counterpart and perhaps considering how
a Chinese audience accustomed to this model would respond to
your presentation or report.

Numerous books have been written on the subject, but there
are a number of points in particular that someone new to China
should note:

• Brief your Translator Well
Make sure that your translator is fully familiar with your product
requirements in advance. Take time to conduct a full briefing,
including a checklist of technical terms if needed.
• Address the Person in Power
Orient yourself towards the person with the power. Too often
the tendency is to address the junior staff who have excellent
English skills but very little decision-making power. It is quite
likely they will have to submit the contracts to higher level
people before they can be signed. Some people advise to never
negotiate with anyone at a lower level than general manager.
• Mind the Language
Remember that your counterpart is not a native English speaker
and make sure that all details of contracts are fully understood.
Furthermore, in certain circumstances only the Chinese version
of a contract will be legally binding - make sure you know
which circumstances these are.
• Prepare for Changes
Contracts in China tend to be simple and it is expected that
negotiations can continue after the contracts are signed. The
reasoning behind this is that circumstances will change in the
future and that partners must be flexible in their agreements
to meet the changed conditions. Western business people
are advised to bear this in mind and to build enough into the
pricing to cater for such changes. Some Westerners in China
emphasize that writing the contract really just means the start
of business negotiations.
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3.

Starting out in China

The key to successful market entry is ‘doing your homework’ and developing an understanding of the new market. This is also true when
one starts to do business in a new European or North American market and is no different in China.
Whether you are looking for a production partner or sales opportunities, take your time and do your research carefully. It will pay off in
the long run. There are a number of ways to gather information about China and how to do business there, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Internet
Trade Fairs
Consultants
Trade Associations
Enterprise Ireland Information Centre
Economic and Commercial Counsellor’s Office of Chinese Embassy in Ireland

Enterprise Ireland’s China market representatives will be happy to assist you.
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Getting Information
The Internet

More and more Chinese companies are developing Englishlanguage websites to promote their products and services.
Furthermore, there are a large number of business-to-business
(B2B) sites with Chinese companies. These sites can be quite
useful, but use them carefully, as many trade disputes occur with
less reliable companies found through these portals. Here are
some examples:
www.b2b-china.com
www.b2bchinasources.com
www.made-in-china.com
www.alibaba.com
www.chinasavvy.com
www.chinasourcinglinks.com
www.advantagechina.com
www.chinasourcingreports.com
www.smartchinasourcing.com
www.sourcing-cn.com
Industry directories, which can be purchased from most major
Chinese trade associations at reasonable prices, are often available
only in Chinese and may be unverified and/or out of date. Portal
websites such as www.china-supply.com may offer better
information. Refer also to the Ministry of Commerce website,
http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/.
China Business Directory:
www.china3w.com
www.chinabusinessreview.com/directory
www.asiaprofile.com/chinaindustry.htm

Trade Fairs

Trade fairs are good places to find Chinese representation and
learn about trends in your area of business. There are hundreds
of trade fairs of different sizes and of different sectors all across
China. You’ll meet lots of suppliers eager to trade, the majority
with significant exporting experience.
Don’t make any commitments at trade fairs without first
considering all the options available to you. You can find out
about forthcoming trade fairs and exhibitions at websites on the
Internet, such as www.ccpit.org. Enterprise Ireland is happy to
advise on the suitability of trade fairs.

Trade Associations

Making contact with trade associations is another good way
of researching partners and the market. Contact Chinese

Trade Associations directly and explain your desire to find a
representative and what you’re looking for in such a person/
company; the association may be able to point you in the right
direction. Also consider posting an Agent Wanted advertisement
in the association’s industry publication if available.
You may also like to contact the Ireland China Association (ICA):
http://www.irelandchina.org
Enterprise Ireland Information Centre:
http://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/Export-Assistance/
Market-Sector-Advice-and-Information/
Economic and Commercial Counsellor’s Office of Chinese
Embassy in Ireland:
http://ie.mofcom.gov.cn/

Trade Transactions
The financing of trade transactions in China is a relatively
straightforward matter, which follows international practice
regarding Letters of Credit. Chinese banks have extensive
correspondent relations with foreign banks and generally follow
standard payment procedures. Foreign bank branches in China
further ease the settlement of international trade.
However there are some unique aspects about trade finance that
the international trader should be aware of when dealing with
China.

Letters of Credit

Letters of Credit (L/Cs) are the most commonly used instrument
for trade financing. The main attraction of Letters of Credit is that
they guarantee payment and receipt of title from an independent
party (a bank), as long as commercial and shipping documents
are presented in accordance with the terms of the Letter of Credit,
regardless of the underlying contract.
• The Seller can base a credit decision on the financial soundness
and stature of a bank, rather than on those of the buyer whose
credit worthiness may be unknown.
• The Buyer can use the letter of credit as a method of financing
purchases or to assure compliance with shipment dates,
quantities and receipt of certain critical documentation.

Other Trade Finance Options

There are three other common methods of payment used when
trading with China. Each provides varying degrees of protection.
The buyer wants to get what he pays for and the seller wants to
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be sure he is paid; choosing the correct method of payment is an
essential part of the trade process:

low-value or when the relationship is new. Note here that many
companies will only accept such payments in RMB.

• Cash in Advance
High risk to the buyer, but secure for the seller. Only done when
the local buyer has a very high degree of trust in the foreign
seller or when the buyer has no other choice but to pay in
advance. This form is generally used when the transaction is

• Documents against Payment and Documents against
Acceptance
Used in ongoing business relationships as they provide some
protection (and some risk) for both parties. This method is
easier to use and less costly than letters of credit. The seller ships

Selected Annual Trade Fairs
Name of Trade Fair

City

Month

Sector

Furniwood China

Beijing

March

Furniture accessories, materials
and wood products

China International Education Exhibition
http://www.cieet.com/en/index.asp

Beijing, Dalian, Xi’an,
Shanghai, Nanjing, Wuhan
and Guangzhou

March;
October

Education

Auto China
http://autochina.auto-fairs.com/

Beijing

April

Automotives

China International Medical Equipment Fair
http://en.cmef.com.cn/

Various cities, recently in
Shenzhen

April

Medical Equipment

Beijing International Automotive Industry Exhibition

Beijing

May

Automotives

NITEX - Ningbo International Textile Fabrics and Accessories Expo
http://www.nb-tex.com/EN/viewer.asp

Ningbo

May

Textiles

Chinaplas
http://www.chinaplasonline.com/CPS11/Home/lang-eng/
Information.aspx

Guangzhou

May

Plastics and rubber

Food Ingredients China
http://www.chinafoodadditives.com/d_e.htm

Shanghai

May

Food (ingredients, health care
food, protein products)

Logistics World
http://www.logisticsworld-expo.com/ENG/

Suzhou

June

International Logistics
Technology and Service Expo

June

Dairy

World Dairy Expo
http://www.dairyexpo.com/en/index.asp
Suzhou Real Estate Industry Expo

Suzhou

MEDTEC China
http://www.canontradeshows.com/expo/shanghai10/index_
en.html

Shanghai

September

Medical devices

Asian Seafood Exposition
http://www.asianseafoodexpo.com/11/public/enter.aspx

Hong Kong

September

Seafood

SIAL China - China International Food Products and Beverages
Exhibition
http://www.sialchina.com/

Shanghai

September /
October

Food and Beverage

October

Pharmaceutical

China-Pharma
http://www.chinapharmex.com/

Real estate

China Fisheries and Seafood Expo
http://www.chinaseafoodexpo.com/

Dalian

November

Seafood

China Import Export Fair (“Canton Fair”)
http://www.cantonfair.org.cn/en/index.asp

Guangzhou

October –
November;
January

One of the world’s biggest trade
fairs covering many sectors
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goods to the Chinese buyer, but forwards shipping documents
(including title document) to his bank for transmission to the
buyer’s bank. The buyer’s bank is instructed not to transfer the
documents to the buyer until payment is made (Documents
against Payment, D/P) or upon guarantee that payment will
be made within a specified period of time (Documents against
Acceptance).
Once the buyer has the documentation for the shipment he or
she is able to take possession of the goods. The buyer and seller
both assume risk in the transaction. Advantages of D/P and D/A
are that they are easier to use and less costly to organise than
L/Cs.
• Open Account
The O/A is the least secure form of payment for the foreign
seller. Under this agreement, the buyer agrees to pay within
a designated period after shipment (30, 60 or 90 days). Open
account is used only when the seller has absolute trust in the
buyer’s desire and ability to purchase the goods.

Setting up a Company
SMEs with limited budgets for branding and marketing often turn
to regional agents or distributors to create a sales network. These
agents and distributors bring their existing sales networks and can
be helpful in terms of responding quickly to market changes and
keeping track of policy and regulation updates.
Many of the larger Chinese trading companies have offices
abroad, as well as a significant network throughout China. Local
distributors are typically much smaller and cannot import or
export, but instead typically import foreign products by paying a
commission to other entities that hold an import/export license.
Many local distributors (and certain trading companies) are
limited in their ability to cover China’s many regions, so it may be
advisable to hire more than one.
For those with a larger budget and a strong commitment to the
Chinese market, there are a variety of options for in-country setup.
Setting up a company in China is a complex and bureaucratic
process, much more so than in the EU or North America and
you should not contemplate doing so without taking expert
professional advice. The information in this section is a brief
introduction to the issues you will need to face.
Enterprise Ireland will be happy to assist companies to locate

2

the appropriate consultants who can help with the minutiae of
setting up in China.

The Foreign Investment Catalogue

The Chinese government both encourages and discourages a
variety of investments, according to the demands and the needs
of the country and the particular time. These sectors are detailed
in the Foreign Investment Catalogue, the most recent version of
which is 2007.1 In April 2011, a new draft guideline for foreign
investment was released by the Legislative Affairs Office of the
State Council, but at time of print has not yet been approved.2
Each of the categories broadly include the following:
Encouraged foreign investments:
• Logistics and service outsourcing
• Banking and investment, finance and accounting and IT
consulting services on the international economy, science and
technology and environmental protection
• Projects for new and high technology, advanced and applicable
technology which can improve performance of products and
increase the techno-economic efficiency of enterprises, or
produce new equipment and new material where the domestic
capacity is deficient.
• Projects related to new agricultural technology, construction of
energy sources, transport and raw materials for industry
• Projects that involve integrated use of China’s resources or use of
renewable resources, involving new technology or equipment
for preventing and controlling environmental pollution
• Projects that meet market demands, can promote the quality of
products, enter into new markets, or help products to compete
in international markets
• Projects that increase development of construction and
management of urban public facilities, sewage and waste
treatment
Restricted foreign investments:
• Projects that can have an adverse effect on energy conservation
or on the environment
• Mineral extraction projects, projects already developed in
China, where the technology has already been imported and
where capacity can meet market demand
Prohibited foreign investments:
• Duplication, manufacture, or processing of Chinese treasured
goods, such as rare plant breeds and traditionally crafted teas
• Power generating projects
• Futures companies

The catalogue is available at: http://www.fdi.gov.cn/pub/FDI_EN/Laws/GeneralLawsandRegulations/MinisterialRulings/P020071121358108121219.pdf
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Set Up Considerations

When contemplating setting up a business in China, one needs to
consider what structure to use. But before doing so, you must first
consider why you want to make an investment in China. Some
common motivations include customer pull and operational
efficiencies. After thoroughly laying out your motivations and
goals, you can then determine your strategy and decide on the
structure that best meets your objectives.
When choosing an appropriate investment vehicle, many factors
must be considered, as these will lead to different legal and tax
considerations. You will need to address questions such as:
• Do you need to invoice locally for services or products?
• Are you getting a feel for the market or have you decided to
commit to a larger scale operation?
• Are you planning to set up a production oriented entity or
do you need only a representation in the country to carry out
market research or liaison activities?
• Will you be involved in trading, manufacturing, services or a
combination of these?
• Is the sector you are investing in fully opened to foreign
participation or do you still require a local partner?
• Would you need to conduct the business alone, or would
you require a Chinese company chipping in with assets or
distribution networks?
• Where should you be? You will need to consider issues such as
proximity to any China suppliers and raw materials; proximity
to any Chinese customers; proximity to ports and other related
infrastructure; costs of land and staff; and available incentives
Once you’ve clearly defined the needs and goals for your China
investment, it’s time to consider the legal form your China entity
should take. Foreign investors have several choices for structuring
a China enterprise: the representative office, the joint venture,
the wholly foreign-owned enterprise and the foreign-invested
commercial enterprise. These structures have different features
that can help or hinder your China venture, so choosing the
appropriate vehicle from the outset will be invaluable for the
long-term success of any investment.
The procedures for setting up a presence in China are quite
complex and you should not contemplate doing it without expert
advice. Most companies engage the services of one of the major
international consulting firms based in China or one of the larger
local firms.

Representative Offices

The representative office (RO) is the least dynamic of the entities
for establishing a foreign presence in China. The administrative
regulations on ROs (Administrative Regulations), issued by the
State Council in November 2010 and took effect in March 2011,
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specify that the activities that ROs are permitted to engage in
include (i) market research, display and publicity activities that
relate to company product or services and (ii) contact activities
that relate to company product sales or service provision and
domestic procurement and investment.
ROs are forbidden from engaging in any profit-seeking activities
except for those which China has agreed on in international
agreements or treaties. As such, an RO may not directly invoice
for sales or services in China and can only interact with Chinese
businesses indirectly.
While ROs have little control over the movement and sale of goods
and services, as the extended arm of overseas parent companies,
some benefits and advantages of having a representative office
include the fact that they have no registered capital requirement.
ROs can also be very helpful in facilitating market entry by
coordinating sourcing activities and marketing and establishing
trade ties between your parent company overseas and your
entities based in China.
ROs can also act as a liaison in matters relating to orders, shipping
payments of taxes, repatriation of money and so on. In a less
tangible way, they can offer a sense of the domestic market and
help determine whether China’s 1.3 billion people and its complex
business and legal structure are profitably navigable for your
company.
From January 1, 2010, ROs are no longer exempt from corporate
income tax in China. A circular issued by the State Administration
of Taxation on February 20, 2010 explicitly stipulates that ROs
must pay corporate income tax on their taxable income, as well
as sales tax and VAT.

Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprises

The wholly foreign-owned enterprise has become the investment
vehicle of choice for the international investor wanting to engage
in the manufacturing, service or trade sectors in China.
In addition to the WFOE’s expansive business scope, its unrivaled
popularity arises from multiple other factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

100 percent foreign ownership and control
Security of technology and intellectual property rights
Self-developed internal structure
Insertion of existing company culture
Profit repatriation
Domestic sales

When structuring your WFOE, you need to pay attention to the
following:

Business scope

Registered capital and total investment

You need to ensure your business scope is accurate and genuine.
The requisite administrative government offices may quickly pass
your proposed business scope, but that does not mean you are
finished. Your proposal will then make its way to the state and local
tax bureaus and they will also thoroughly check your application.

Registered capital and total investment figures are both required
during the application procedure. The total investment is the
amount necessary to realize the company’s operations, while the
registered capital is the equity pledged to the local authorities.
The difference between registered capital and total investment
represents the debt of the investment and can be made up by
loans from the investor or foreign banks.

Any attempts to fool the tax bureau into thinking you are
producing one thing when you are actually producing another
will inevitably fail. WFOEs can only operate within the business
scope approved by the authorities.
The business scope article within your articles of association
will define exactly what your company is going to do. If you are
going to be selling your product domestically, be sure to mention
China’s required compliance with the WTO treaty. This will allow
easier access to the domestic marketplace.
Also, your business focus must be clearly indicated or problems
with the tax bureau and customs will arise when seeking due
tax refunds. This does not mean your WFOE must be onedimensional, but that you must be honest and prescient when
planning your operation. Setting up a WFOE, beyond being a
complicated approval process, is also a lengthy one due to the
requisite translations and multiple bureaucratic departments.

Minimum capital requirement
Registered capital requirements are used as an entry barrier to
ensure foreign-invested enterprises are of sufficient quality and
financial strength.
The absolute legal minimum capital requirement for a multiple
shareholder company is RMB30,000 but immediately jumps to
RMB100,000 for single shareholder companies. In reality, however,
the minimum capital requirements vary drastically by location
and industry.
People are often duped into attractive but untenable minimum
capital requirements proffered by local magistrates trying to meet
their quotas. This will lead to complications with the central and
local tax bureaus, both of whom will be intimately involved in
your business life. It might be helpful to note that your registered
capital is also your limited liability. It could become a deal-breaker
if a potential client wants to do business but cannot determine
whether or not you are sufficiently capitalized.
The payment schedule of the WFOE registered capital needs to be
specified in the articles of association. The investor may choose
to pay it as a lump sum or in installments. Injections of cash and
plant equipment take place after the WFOE license is approved,
making it a no-risk investment in terms of money up front.

Pay attention to the relationship between registered capital
and total investment in case you need to obtain further debt or
other financing from your holding company or other financial
institution. Keeping this window open will cost you nothing, but
closing yourself off from further financing by equating registered
capital and total investment may leave you handcuffed.
It is crucial for the investor to understand the importance of
minimum registered capital, total investment and working capital
but beyond that, basic investment criteria remain the same. The
government will look at the general viability of the project and a
reasonable cash requirement for a particular type of investment.

Working capital
The amount of working capital required until a business is selfsufficient is often underestimated. When the time comes, do not
simply put in the minimum registered capital requirement during
initial capitalization as you may later find the business is undercapitalized, unable to pay its bills and out of funds.
Injecting capital is costly in terms of time and money. Any
money sent to make up an operational shortfall that does not
follow the government’s business cash injection protocol can be
subject to the 25 percent corporate income tax. Err on the side of
overfunding. It is an operational cash flow issue, not a regulatory
licensing matter.
Bear in mind that newly established foreign businesses in China
must still make a tax deposit to customs for VAT and remit duty
on initial imports, usually for a period of about six months. Many
new businesses do not cater for this as initial working capital (as
part of their registered capital requirements), leaving them short
of cash later on. Again, factor in your working capital requirements
as your registered capital amount as opposed to any ‘minimum’
suggestions.

Foreign-Invested Commercial Enterprises

Previously, foreign companies were restricted in their abilities both
to purchase domestically and then re-sell domestically in China.
The 2004 Measures for the Administration of Foreign Investment
in the Commercial Sector liberalized China’s distribution and retail
sector, permitting foreign-invested commercial enterprises to
conduct the following activities:
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China Structure Comparison
Type of structure

Legal status

Common
purpose(s)

Pros

Cons

Market
research, Inexpensive to set up
planning
longerterm ventures, liaison Allows exploration of the
with home country market and liaison activity
companies

Cannot invoice locally in
RMB

Wholly Foreign Owned Limited liability legal Most manufacturing 100% ownership and
Enterprise (WFOE)
personality
businesses (for China control
sales or export), some
More flexible business
service businesses
scope

Need to fund registered
capital requirement

Representative
(RO)

Office No legal personality

Must recruit staff from
local agency

Development of China
sales operations on your
own

Security of technology/IP
Development
infrastructure

of

own

Insertion
of
existing
company culture
Allowed to convert RMB
into foreign currency for
profit repatriation
As for normal WFOEs or
Foreign
Invested Limited liability legal WFOE or JV mainly As for normal WFOE or JV
JV
Commercial Enterprise personality
used
for
trading,
(FICE)
distribution, and retail Specialised structure for
trading, retailing and
distribution
Joint Venture (JV)

Limited liability legal When
restrictions
personality (in most require local partner,
cases)
or when they can
offer e.g. sales and
distributions channels

Use of existing facilities Management
awkward
and workforce
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be

Use of existing sales/ Inheriting staff liabilities
distribution channels
Over inflation of assets or
Eager to secure long-term sales in planning
export sales
Technology transfer/IP/
management risks
Split profits

Source: Dezan Shira & Associates

can

• Import, export, distribution and retailing
• Retailing – selling goods and related services to individual
persons from a fixed location, as well as through TV, telephone,
mail order, Internet and vending machines
• Wholesaling – selling goods and related services to companies
and customers from industry, trade or other organizations
• Representative transactions on the basis of provisions (agent,
broker)
• Franchising
A FICE brings the control needed to secure quality, service level
and bring you closer to your suppliers as well as enable you to
invoice your clients in Chinese currency.
There are limitations, however. A FICE cannot change the nature
of the product but only sell what it has purchased. Additionally,
certain products – such as books, periodicals, newspapers,
automobiles, medicines, salt, agricultural chemicals, crude oil and
petroleum – face some ownership barriers. Namely, if a foreign
investor in China has more than 30 retail stores that distribute
products such as books, magazines, processed oils from different
brands or suppliers, the foreign investor’s share in the retail
enterprise is limited to 49 percent.

the profits and losses are distributed between the parties in
accordance with the specific provisions in the CJV contract, not
necessarily in proportion to their respective equity interests in the
CJV. CJVs have the option to operate either as a limited liability
company or as a non-legal person.
There are significant operational differences between the
contracts and laws governing EJVs and CJVs, including in terms
of liability status, management structure, contractual obligations,
capital contributions, profit sharing and equity ratios and
reclaiming capital investment.

Logistics
During the planning and evaluation stages of new ventures in
China, the issue of distribution must be seriously considered. Even
seasoned operators make errors in this highly complex market.
Understanding the distribution infrastructure is no easy task and
making assumptions based on standard operating procedures in
other markets can prove costly when applied to markets in China.

Foreign investors interested in international trade should also
know that FICEs can now obtain their own import/export license.
Obtaining additional licenses for importing and exporting specific
goods can become difficult though it is necessary in certain cases.

The key statistics and major stumbling blocks one might encounter
are outlined below, along with some distribution strategies for the
small to medium-sized international trader to consider. To get a
feel for the size of the market, look at the time taken to transport
goods from the main port of Shanghai to the various regions of
China via the different modes of transportation.

Joint Ventures

What Makes China Different?

Forming a joint venture (JV) in China can be a successful endeavor
as long as each side’s goals, contributions and responsibilities
are mutual and understood. It’s crucial for foreign investors to
understand the purposes of joint ventures and whether their
Chinese partner is capable of fulfilling them. The popular Chinese
idiom “same bed, different dreams” has become the failed joint
venture’s mantra.

Types of JVs
There are two types of JVs in China: the equity JV and the
cooperative JV, sometimes known as the contractual JV.
An EJV is a joint venture between Chinese and foreign partners
where the profits and losses are distributed between the parties
in proportion to their respective equity interests in the EJV. The
foreign partner should hold at least 25 percent of the equity
interest in the registered capital of the EJV. The company enjoys
limited liability as a “Chinese legal person.”
The CJV is a very flexible FIE where Chinese and foreign investors
have more contractual freedom to structure cooperation. It is
a joint venture between Chinese and foreign investors where

• Distribution costs (inbound transport, storage and outbound
transport) in China are, on average, 7 percent to 10 percent
of the selling price, which is considerably higher than similar
costs in, for example, the US, a country of similar distribution
distances.
• Distribution in China still involves excessive levels of manual
handling.
• Over 100,000 companies are registered as logistics providers
in the road transport sector. However, very few operators
offer anything more than basic transport and warehousing
functionality.
• There is little understanding of customer service and inventory
management.

Warehousing

A small number of modern warehouse centres are being
developed, but most warehouses in China are little more than
brick and concrete sheds and do not meet the standards that
Western companies would require in terms of security, capacity
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management, equipment, ease of loading and unloading, or
goods handling. Specialised equipment, such as dock levelers, is
scarce and pallets and fork-lift equipment are not widely used.

give the same attention to identifying them as you would to any
other key business partner.

Distribution Strategies

Available Channels

There are no sure-fire strategies for setting up distribution
networks that apply to all firms, as this is a highly individualised
process, but there are some guidelines you should follow.

Understand how your product can reach the Chinese enduser. Investigate the ways in which your domestic and foreign
competitors bring products to market.

In particular, take an active role in the selection of your distribution
partners and ensure that the arrangement is fair and above
board and that you’ll be provided a level of service befitting your
business.

Competition and Pricing

Additional points to remember:
• Don’t rely solely on your joint venture partner to select
distribution providers. The likelihood of a “special” arrangement
between your transport manager and the provider is high, even
with the most trusted employees making the arrangements.
• Review the business licence of your providers and investigate
whether the services they offer your business are within their
licensed operating parameters.
• Professional assistance in logistics services is available and
should not be overlooked.
• China is a highly fragmented market and it is easy to bite off
more that you can chew. Consider a regional approach based
on your product’s target market and opportunities.
• Consider a managed relationship model, where, for example,
you contract the use of warehousing and vehicles, but use your
own staff to manage the operation. Your managers can both
provide logistical expertise and keep an eye on stock.

To learn who is selling what, where and for how much, work
backwards. Send someone to a retail outlet in the Chinese city
or region you are targeting to determine actual product pricing
in the market. At the same time, you will learn who the region’s
master distributor or local agent is from product labels.

Piggybacking
If you are selling a product that is new to China or if you are having
difficulty locating a suitable distributor who deals specifically with
your product, it may be possible to ”piggyback” on the distribution
channels of complementary products.
For example, an agent dealing in women’s handbags may have the
sales network and access to shelf space needed to sell women’s
shoes, belts, or other leather goods.

Defined Arrangement
Before meeting with potential partners, have at least a general
idea of how you would like to structure an agreement dealing
with issues such as profit-sharing, sales territory, advertising
support and scale of investment. Don‘t be afraid to ask questions
about a potential partner’s sales volume, market reach, or sales
force. Ask these and other vital questions and verify the answers
you receive to determine who the best agent for your product is.

Many foreign firms complain about receiving poor service from
their logistics provider. There are solid distributors and you should

Mode of
Cargo
Transports

Percent
of
Freight
Volume

Average
Distance
of Freight
(kilometers)

Positives

Rail

32.2

768

Lowest price fixed schedule, reliable

Road

14.4

58

Flexible schedule, no capacity problems door to door, negotiable rates, speed

Water

53.3

1,855

Decent capacity, reservations available

Air

0.1

2,482

Excellent schedules, speed

Rail

32.2

768

Lowest price fixed schedule, reliable
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Sourcing
China is a manufacturing powerhouse and remains the world’s
leading producer of many items, including high-technology
goods. China manufactures and sells more televisions,
refrigerators, mobile phones and laptop computers, for example,
than anywhere else in the world. It is also still a source of less
glamorous, inexpensive and low-technology production.

Second Sources

If it is possible, it is very useful to find two suppliers of each
product you are sourcing from China. It can help to keep costs
down and the quality high if there is an element of competition
between the suppliers.

Supplier Management

You cannot reasonably expect to go to China to develop a new
supplier or new product, negotiate a price, then sit back and wait
for the product to arrive on time as ordered, with no complications.
Even the simplest of transactions requires close contact between
the buyer and seller. The best option is to have a reliable person
acting on your behalf locally to ensure smooth order fulfillment.
Problems will arise and when you are trying to conduct business
from the other side of the world, communication, time and
distance complications are exacerbated. Depending on your
order size and your level of integration with the supplier, you may
need to consider the following general options to meet the need
for field presence:

The Long-Distance Relationship

It is possible to manage suppliers from overseas given wellestablished communication channels, knowledge of spoken and
written Chinese in your home office and a firm understanding
of each other’s needs. However, you will never know for sure
if the product is exactly what you ordered until it arrives at the
destination port. If the order is wrong, you may be able to send it
back, but that means you will miss orders and have to quickly find
a new source of supply.
At the very least have a digital picture or express mail package of
samples of the final product sent to you for approval before it is
shipped out of the factory. Depending on your agreed method
of payment, you may be able to make last-minute adjustments.

Outsource Management

Locally-based companies can act as your buying agent in China.
They deal with the headaches of day-to-day supplier management
and ensure that you get what you want, when you want it.
Depending on level of involvement, fees for these services can
run from €1,000 to €20,000 per month. These costs are justified

when errors in production and shipping are unacceptable and/or
the costs and time it would take to set up your own office in China
are prohibitive. Such an agent should be chosen with care.

Hiring
An Irish company can send an employee to China to investigate
local conditions and market potential. However, keep in mind
that an employee of a foreign company that does not have an
established presence in China spends more than six months in
the country in a 12-month period, the profits arising from services
provided in China are subject to Chinese tax. For this reason,
many foreign companies choose to avoid sending an employee
to China for more than six months.
Hiring a local of course has its own challenges as well. In principle,
any company located anywhere in the world may employ a
Chinese person to physically work in China. However, unless the
employment contract is entered into via an invested entity on
the Chinese mainland it will not be regulated by relevant Chinese
legislation.
The company will be unable to make mandatory benefit
contributions to the employee in China and unable to deduct
individual income tax before paying salary to the employee. Most
employees would like to enjoy the protection of their country’s
labor law, which is very protective of employee rights.
Historically cheap costs for China’s huge labour force are rising
rapidly and in addition to cost, labor supply is an issue for types
of workers in China. Companies find easier to recruit blue collar
workers and administration staff, but more difficult to recruit
bilingual engineers, sales people and middle management staff
in China than in Europe.
Ease of recruitment varies geographically as well; while there is an
abundance of available unskilled workers in the interior, coastal
first tier cities, such as Shenzhen and Shanghai, are starting to
experience a shortage of labour, which is expected to put further
upward pressure on wages. This is true vice versa as well, as it can
be difficult to recruit skilled labor (such as trained engineers) in
the interior cities.
Retaining qualified personnel is seen as equally, if not more,
challenging in China than in Europe. In their attempt to build
stronger company loyalty, firms offer deferred bonus payments,
special rewards like housing allowances and mortgages for
longer serving employees, early promotions, external training
programmes and other incentives.
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Thus, in certain cases the most practical way to employ staff in
China is to incorporate a Chinese corporate entity. In cases in
which establishing a corporate entity is not preferable, in cases in
which it is not desirable to enter into a direct labor contract and in
case of ROs (which do not have the ability to hire staff directly, as
employees cannot bring claims against an RO), Chinese staff can
be outsourced or can be “seconded” from an employment agency,
which will take the title of official employer.

and white collar workers and by industry. The table below gives a
general sense of this variation.

The most commonly referenced term to describe secondment
agencies is FESCO (Foreign Enterprise Service Company), which is
not actually a company but a generic term used by dozens of local
HR companies around the country. Other agencies include CIIC
and STAR. Foreign staff should have an employment relationship
with the parent company abroad and any disputes should be
settled under the laws of that country.

• Comprehensive work hour system
Working hours calculated on a set period over which the
average is approximately that of the standard work hour system;
requires special government approval

Payroll

Minimum salaries in China are rising…fast. Thirty provinces in
China raised minimum wage in 2010, with increases averaging
22.8 percent nationwide and increases have continued in 2011.
While minimum salaries are typically around RMB1000/ employee/
month, there are many other factors to take into account,
including social security, overtime payments and average wage.
Social security (also called “social welfare” or “mandatory benefit”)
payments are contributions to government-run funds for an
individual. There are five such funds – pension, unemployment,
medical, occupational and maternity – plus a mandatory housing
fund (which is considered separate, as it is not strictly considered
a type of social welfare).
Both employee and employer make mandatory contributions
to these funds and it is generally the case that the employer is
responsible each month for withholding the contribution of
the employee from gross salary and making their contribution
together with that of the employer.
Exact calculations of social security payments are quite
complicated (percentages are not technically based on the
employee’s monthly salary, but rather of a theoretical “base” salary
calculated based on a given formula) and required percentages
for each fund vary by region, but for an employer social security
payments typically add approximately an additional cost of
between 30 and 45 percent of an employee’s salary for that
employee each month.
Further, there is a large disconnect between minimum wage and
average wage according to industry. In 2010, the income for urban
dwellers for non-governmental related jobs on a national level
was RMB37,147 annually or RMB3,095 per month (two or three
times minimum wage).3 Average wages vary widely between blue
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Overtime

In China, employees are grouped into three different systems:
• Standard work hour system
8 hour working day, 40 hour normal work week

• Non-fixed work hour system
Overtime not calculated; requires special government approval
Overtime payments in China can be quite steep – 150 percent of
basic hourly salary for weekdays, 200 percent for weekends, 300
percent for public holidays under the standard work hour system.
More and more companies are turning to third parties to
handle their payroll in China to increase efficiency, accuracy and
confidentiality of salary information – the later not fully accepted
among many Chinese staff – in addition to decreasing liability
through incorrect filing and staffing costs (HR/IT/managerial
resources).

Employment Peculiarities in China

Keep in mind that Chinese Labour Law is designed to protect the
employee. Among other stipulations, it includes very detailed
regulations on contracts, so consult a professional on this matter.
Peculiarities of employment in China include the dangan and the
hukou, which each add a layer of bureaucracy into the hiring of
staff and have a tangible effect on the total cost of employment.
The huge, nationwide All China Federation of Trade Unions also
affects hiring practices.
• A dangan is a personal file containing details of a person’s life,
education and career. An employer is responsible for updating
and holding this dangan or paying a government sponsored
job center or HR agent to do so.
• A hukou is a kind of domestic passport that designates a person’s
home. The hukou system can have a dramatic influence on the
day-to-day activities of Chinese, including on social security
benefits and the ability to purchase property and travel abroad.
• As a country with a long socialist history, it would be natural
to assume that trade unions would wield a significant amount
of power within China. The single, centralized organization

there are requests from staff to form such a union. Aside from
protecting the interests of the employees in the event of any
dispute, there is generally minimal interference from the local
chapter of ACFTU in the internal operations of a company.

called the All China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) is an
organ of the Communist Party of China and, strictly speaking,
companies with over 25 employees are supposed to establish
their own chapter of ACFTU specifically for their company.
Many companies take the view that this should only happen if

Minimum Salary and Welfare Payments
(employee/month, July 2011)
City
1st Tier Cities

2 Tier Cities
nd

Minimum Salary
(RMB)

Guangzhou

1300

Minimum Total Employer Social Security
Contribution (% employee’s monthly base salary)
33.45

Beijing

1160

44.3

Shanghai

1280

44

Shenzhen

1320

30.6

Chongqing

870

31

Chengdu, Sichuan

850

35.72

Hefei, Anhui

720

35.2

Hangzhou, Zhejiang

1310

37

Nanjing, Jiangsu

1140

40

Ningbo, Zhejiang

1310

33

Wuhan, Hubei

900

37.7

Source: Respective provincial government labor bureau websites, Analysis & Compilation of Social Insurance Policy & Legal Benefits of China (2010), Expo Group, Shanghai
Foreign Service, Co. Ltd.

Average Salaries by Industry and Province
Manufacturing Construction

Sci. Research,
Transport, Info. Transmission, Wholesale Leasing
and
Tech. Services,
Storage Computer Service and Retail Business
Geologic
and Post
and Software
Trades
Services Prospecting

Municipalities/
Provinces with
First Tier Cities

Beijing

41,595

41,981

46,087

100,794

57,948

56,647

77,632

Shanghai

46,672

62,308

49,847

101,367

52,553

53,146

76,108

Guangdong

27,578

25,509

45,631

61,118

34,418

38,192

61,896

Other
Municipalities/
Provinces

Tianjin

36,495

44,374

48,453

59,022

32,671

26,377

67,825

Jiangsu

27,765

26,549

34,015

48,004

28,985

27,413

53,849

Fujian

22,631

26,029

35,263

52,776

27,927

22,736

37,348

Anhui

24,960

24,075

25,098

31,275

23,112

26,130

32,019

Chongqing

27,770

23,741

28,250

49,529

25,745

22,253

47,818

Sichuan

24,448

20,639

31,675

38,839

24,786

30,377

47,858

Hunan

26,534

21,079

28,722

34,616

24,900

22,943

32,558

Hubei

25,183

22,485

26,874

32,431

20,839

23,149

39,246

Henan

23,330

21,354

28,392

32,510

19,509

21,383

33,250

Zhejiang

25,429

26,580

43,041

71,664

35,705

29,627

53,648

Source: China Statistical Yearbook 2010, National Bureau of Statistics
3

Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security. http://w1.mohrss.gov.cn/gb/zwxx/2011-05/24/content_391125.htm
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Social Security Fund Contributors and Contributions (2010)
Fund

Contributor(s)

Approximate Contribution
(% of employee’s monthly salary)
Employee

Pension

Both employee and employer

Unemployment
Medical

Employer

8%

10-22%

Both employee and employer (usually)

0.1-1%

0.2-2%

Both employee and employer

2%

5-12%

Occupational

Only employer

N/A

0.5-2%

Maternity

Only employer (usually)

N/A

0.5 -1%

Housing Fund

Both employee and employer (usually)

Normally matched with employer

7-13%

Source: Dezan Shira & Associates. For more information please see Human Resources in China (second edition)

Location
There are many relocation consultants and estate agents who
can help you find premises for your company and personal
accommodation. Some of the biggest international names in
commercial and office property location are present in China.
A large number of English-speaking real estate companies are
present in tier one cities, with a smaller number in tier two and
tier three cities. The real estate market in China is quite localized
and fast moving - most real estate agents will only take you to
visit properties approximately two weeks before you want to start
renting - and, while certain resources are available online, your
best bet might be to plan to live in a hotel for one to two weeks
while conducting a search in person with the help of several
agencies. This is true for personal accommodation as well.
Another possibility is renting a serviced executive office space
which come fully equipped (often with the option of a secretary)
and is an option commonly used by representative offices and
those looking to locate in a given city for under two years.

Banking & Accounting
The Chinese banking industry is gradually coming to terms with
the huge growth of the Chinese economy. The People’s Bank of
China (PBC) is China’s central bank and the banking regulator.
Banking is dominated by the four state banks, all of which are
among the world’s top 30. Between them they account for 90
percent of total assets and for 70 percent of all lending.
• Industrial & Commercial Bank of China
Focusing on commercial banking
www.icbc.com.cn/e_index.jsp
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• Bank of China
Focusing on foreign exchange.
www.boc.cn/en/static/index.html
• Agriculture Bank of China
Focusing on agricultural and rural industrial projects.
www.abchina.com/en
• China Construction Bank
Focusing on fixed asset investments.
www.ccb.cn/portal/en/home/index.shtml
For more information, see the section discussing China’s financial
services industry.

Foreign Exchange

Since the government retains a considerable amount of control
over the Chinese economic system, exchange controls have an
effect on many aspects of investment in China.
Chinese foreign exchange transactions are regulated by the
State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE). The SAFE is
subordinate to the PBC and is the organisation from which
businesses must obtain many of the necessary approvals related
to exchange controls and is the body responsible for enforcement
(though much of this responsibility has been delegated to
financial institutions).
The regulatory control on foreign exchange transactions depends
on whether the transaction is a current account item or a capital
account item.
• Current account items include ordinary transactions within the
context of international receipts and payments (including the
import and export of goods and services)
• Capital account items are items of increase or decrease in debt
and equity caused by the inflow or outflow of capital within
the context of international receipts and payments (these

include direct investment, all forms of loans and investment in
securities)
For current account items, the foreign company can usually buy
and sell foreign currency through designated foreign exchange
banks without prior approval of SAFE. If a transaction is designated
a capital account item, you need to obtain prior approval from
SAFE.

Chops and Legal Representatives

In China, “chops” (red seals or stamps) are used instead of, or
sometimes in addition to, signatures. Each company is required
to hold a round or oval official company chop, required on almost
all official documents including contracts and documents to be
submitted to the government (such as bank account applications).
Occasionally, a mother-company of a China-based subsidiary will
be required to chop a legal document and will have to create a
chop for this purpose.
The legal representative of a company in China holds the position
of power, as they can act on behalf of the company. When
signing major contracts, ensure that the Chinese company’s legal
representative is signing and stamping on its behalf, as if there
are disputes down the road, it may be argued that the person
who entered into the contract did not have the power to act on
the company’s behalf. The legal representative of each company
will also have a square-shaped chop, which is the equivalent to
their signature. Depending on a company’s needs, there may also
be other chops, such as a finance chop, a contract chop and/or
chops used by human resources departments and for import/
export documentation at customs.
With chops being substitute for personal signatures in China,
Westerners may feel uneasy and worry about fraud. In many cases,
two chops (such as both the legal representative chop and the
finance chop for a bank cheque) or a chop plus a signature will be
required for documents to be deemed valid. The public security
bureau keeps a sample of a company’s chop for verification in
case of suspected fraud and you can hire a local lawyer to verify
the validity of another company’s chop or a signature, in addition
to the identity and signature of their legal representative. For
those with a legal entity in China, establish internal controls, such
as keeping the chop in a locked cabinet in a locked room with
keys to the two locks held by different people, to ensure that the
company chops are used appropriately.

Annual Audit

All foreign companies resident in China are required to prepare
their annual financial statements, including balance sheets,
income statements and cash flow statements, for the annual
Chinese audit, which must be presented and filed at the end of
April. Such accounts must be in accordance with the Chinese

Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises and the Accounting
Regulations for PRC Enterprises with Foreign Investment as issued
by the Chinese Ministry of Finance. The annual audit must be
prepared by a firm of registered Certified Public Accountants and
audit requirements may depend on the business scope and the
size of the company.
There are heavy penalties for non-compliance with the audit
requirements. For further details regarding your firm’s specific
situation, please contact your nearest Enterprise Ireland regional
office for clarification of specific issues related to performing your
internal audit and making improvements before the external
audit is due.

Business Taxes
China Tax Rates (May 2011)
Tax

Rate

Corporate income tax

25 percent

Withholding tax

10 percent

Value-added tax

3 percent-17 percent

Business tax

3 percent – 20 percent

Consumption tax

Varies widely, based on product

The above table is provided only as a general reference.
For detailed and up-to-date information, please see a tax specialist.

The People’s Republic of China levies a wide range of taxes
including income taxes (corporate income tax and individual
income tax), turnover taxes (value-added tax, business tax and
consumption tax), taxes on real estate (land appreciation tax, real
estate tax and urban and township land-use tax) and other taxes,
for example, stamp duty, custom duties, vessel tax and resource
tax.
The State Administration of Taxation (SAT) is the body responsible
for tax administration throughout China. It drafts tax legislation,
sets collection targets and collects taxes (via the Regional State
Tax Bureau). The Ministry of Finance issues occasional circulars
affecting taxation, but only after receiving approval from the SAT.
The main taxes of concern are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate income tax
Withholding tax
Value-added tax
Business tax
Consumption tax
Other specialist taxes including property tax and stamp tax
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Corporate income tax
Corporate income tax is calculated against the net income in a
financial year after deducting reasonable business costs and losses.
It is settled on an annual basis but is often paid quarterly with
adjustments either refunded or carried forward to the next year.
The final calculation is based on the year-end audit. The income
tax rate for all companies in China, both foreign and domestic,
is 25 percent. Industry-based tax incentives exist, which reward
enterprises involved in the high or new technology sectors.

Withholding tax
Withholding tax is a PRC tax levied on overseas companies
providing services to China-based businesses.
The company based outside of China is required to pay taxes
on the income it derives from supplying services to the client in
China (including a China-based subsidiary). This tax is withheld
by the client by deducting the amount payable from the gross
invoice amount. This is why many overseas companies without
a legal presence in China cannot receive the total gross amount
due on their invoices to the China entity.
The withholding income tax rate for non-tax resident enterprises
in China is 20 percent under the CIT law that was promulgated
March 16, 2007 and came into effect January 1, 2008. This was
reduced to 10 percent under the detailed implementation
regulations of the CIT law that was promulgated December 6,
2007 and came into effect January 1, 2008.

Value-added tax
All enterprises and individuals engaged in the sale of goods,
provision of processing, repairs and replacement services and
import of goods within China shall pay value-added tax (VAT).
There are a few exemptions, such as self-produced agricultural
products sold by agricultural producers, contraceptive medicines
and devices, antique books, importation of instruments and
equipment directly used in scientific research, experiment
and education, importation of materials and equipment from
foreign governments and international organizations and articles
imported directly by organizations for special use by the disabled.
VAT taxpayers are divided into general taxpayers and small-scale
taxpayers. Taxpayers with an annual sales value exceeding the
annual sales threshold for small-scale taxpayers must apply to
the tax department for recognition as general taxpayers, while
taxpayers who have newly established their business can choose
to apply for recognition as general taxpayers.
The VAT rate for general taxpayers is generally 17 percent, or 13
percent for some goods. The VAT rate for small-scale taxpayers is 3
percent. Only general taxpayers are able to offset the full amount
of input VAT paid on newly purchased machinery and equipment
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against VAT collected. For taxpayers who deal in goods or provide
taxable services with different tax rates, the sale amounts for the
different tax rates shall be accounted for separately. If this is not
done, the higher tax rate shall apply.
From January 1, 2009, the annual sales threshold for small scale
taxpayers has been reduced from RMB1 million (for enterprises
engaged principally in the production of goods) and RMB1.8
million (for enterprises engaged in the wholesaling or retailing of
the goods) to RMB500,000 and RMB800,000 respectively.
Non-enterprise units and entities that normally do not engage
in taxable activities are given the choice whether or not they are
taxed as small-scale taxpayers, while individual (natural person)
taxpayers with business turnover exceeding the threshold shall
continue to be taxed as small-scale taxpayers.

Business tax
This is a tax payable against turnover by all enterprises and
individuals undertaking the following business: providing taxable
services (including communications, transport, construction,
finance and insurance, telecommunication, culture, entertainment
and service industries), transferring intangible assets and selling
real estate. Rates of business tax vary considerably, dependent on
industry, but are generally between 3 percent and 5 percent for
most services, with some special entertainment services up to 20
percent.

Consumption tax
This tax applies whenever certain luxury or other goods are
manufactured, processed or imported. Consumption tax is levied
only once. Tax rates vary considerably with the product and the
tax paid is computed directly as a cost and cannot be refunded.
Be careful if you are processing taxable goods for others, since
you are liable to withhold and pay consumption tax based on the
value of the raw material and your processing fee. Consumption
tax should be filed and paid monthly.

Property tax
From January 1, 2009, foreign-invested enterprises, foreign
enterprises and organizations and foreign individuals have to pay
the real estate tax. At present, this tax is only applied to enterprises
with foreign investment, foreign enterprises and foreigners
and levied on residential property only. Taxpayers are owners,
mortgagees, custodians and users of such properties.
The tax is calculated on the residual following the subtraction of
between 10 percent and 30 percent of the original value of the
property. Details of the scope of the subtraction are determined
by provincial government, autonomous region or municipality
directly under the central government.

Stamp tax
Those liable for stamp tax include any enterprise, unit, individual,
household, business, operator or other individual who executes
or receives specified contract documents such as sales contracts
and title transfer documents. The tax rates vary according the
document in question but are generally between 0.03 percent
and 0.10 percent.

Tax incentive policies
There are various industry-oriented tax incentives aiming at
attracting foreign investments into these sectors. For example:
• Qualified new/high tech enterprises are eligible for the reduced
corporate income tax rate of 15 percent. An enterprise has to
fulfill a set of prescribed criteria and be subject to assessment in
order to be qualified as a new/high tech enterprise.
• Qualified small and thin-profit enterprises are eligible for
the CIT rate of 20 percent. An enterprise has to fulfill a set of
prescribed criteria in order to be qualified as a small and thinprofit enterprise.
For more information on taxes in China, including tax deductions,
please contact a specialist firm.

Profit Repatriation

Repatriation of cash is strictly controlled by the State Administration
of Foreign Exchange. When declaring dividends and repatriating
profits, keep tax procedures in mind. After confirming the
final amount of corporate income tax payable with the State
Administration of Taxation and paying it, tax payment for the year
in question can be completed and the net profit figure derived.
Not all profit can be repatriated or reinvested.
A portion of profit must be placed in a reserve fund account
until the amount of reserves equals 50 percent of the registered
capital of the company. In addition, the investor may choose to
allocate some of the remainder to a staff bonus or welfare fund
or an expansion fund. The remaining balance is available for
redistribution, following a resolution of the board of directors and
application to the State Administration of Taxation, which will
issue an evidence of corporate income tax payment certificate.
This certificate authorizes the bank to disperse funds.

Business tax rates
Industry

Tax rate

Transportation

3%

Construction,

3%

Finance and insurance

5%

Post and telecommunications

3%

Culture and sports

3%

Entertainment

5%-20%

Servicing agencies

5%

Transfer of intangible assets

5%

Sales of immovable properties

5%

China’s import tariff rates are based on the Harmonised System
(HS) Classification Codes, with different tariffs for Most Favoured
Nations, including Ireland. Import tariff rates also vary according
to the type of product, components and the intended use and
most import tariff rates are ad valorem. China also applies twotiered tariff rate quotas on certain products.
Average tariff rates on imports have dropped to 9.8 percent,
with agricultural products at an average of 15.3 percent and
industrial products at 8.9 percent (2009). China has also provides
tariff exemption on certain types of imported equipment and
machinery, specifically those that connected to scientific R&D
and hi-tech. Products included in the Merchandise Catalogue
of Permitted Automatic Import Goods are free from import
restriction.4
Thoroughly investigate tariffs before you enter the Chinese
market. Enterprise Ireland China market representatives and the
Chinese Embassy in Ireland are happy to assist you.

Tariff Issues

Your product’s competitiveness will largely depend on the
applicable tariff rates. Since entering the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) in December 2001, China has taken measures to comply
with its WTO trade commitments, including lowering tariffs,
reducing non-tariff barriers and expanding market access for
foreign firms.
4

This catalogue can be downloaded (in Chinese) at: http://wms.mofcom.gov.cn/aarticle/zcfb/c/201012/20101207341592.html.
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4.

Sectoral Opportunities
Companies

Forecasted Growth and Growth Drivers of Sectors for Trade and Investment in China
Waste Management
(Clean Tech)

• Government investment in infrastructure, water treatment; focus on R&D and renewable energy

Software and ITC

• Government drive to increase expansion of networks and ICT

Medical Devices

• Government investment in healthcare, R&D, S&T

Food

• Demand for high quality foreign products

Financial Services

• Government push for reform and streamlining of key sectors
• Increased allowance of wholly foreign-owned banks operation

Environment

• Government investment in infrastructure, renewable energy, and cutting emissions under the 12th
Five Year Plan

Educational Services

• Demand to study overseas, particularly in science and business programs
• Government promotion of education exchanges

Construction

• Government investment in infrastructure, transportation, and energy efficiency

Agriculture

• Government investment in agriculture efficiency, S&T
• Reduction in trade barriers paving way for foreign penetration into domestic markets
moderate
Source: Dezan Shira & Associates
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significant

plentiful

Agriculture

in the hands of the elderly and those without knowledge or
understanding of modern techniques and technologies for higher
outputs. The government has promised to increase research
and development activities in finding solutions to improving
the industry as a whole, from water conservation to newer
technologies, circulation channels and sales networks.
One such agriculture-specific government initiative is the
“Introduce Advanced Foreign Agriculture Technology to China”
program, nicknamed the “948” program, to undergo long-term
encouraged research and development for the agriculture
industry, which was jointly launched by the Ministry of Finance,
Ministry of Agriculture, State Forestry Administration and
Ministry of Water Resources in 1994, alongside the 9th Five Year
Plan. The program has supported projects in plant breeding,
genetic modification, precision agriculture technology, water
conservation technology and bio-degradation.

The Chinese government is increasingly prioritizing development
in the agricultural sector, investing RMB716.1 billion (US$104.72
billion) in agriculture and rural areas in 2010, a year-on-year
increase of RMB120.6 billion (2009) according to China Daily.
It appears the trend of increased investment in this sector will
continue, as under China’s 12th Five-Year Plan, the government
deemed the domestic agricultural sector “weak” and in need
of strengthening for continued economic development. This
means investing in infrastructure and machinery, building larger
farms and improving areas such as agricultural processing and
transportation to increase efficiency and production levels
throughout the sector.
The government’s investment in this sector is well-deserved, as
China’s agricultural industry faces numerous challenges. First and
foremost, is rising domestic demand. Although grain output has
increased for the last seven years straight, it lags behind domestic
consumer demand. An additional challenge is natural disasters,
such as earthquakes, droughts, floods, winds and landslides,
which affected 20.29 million hectares of farming land and ruined
3 million hectares of crops in 2010 alone.
Furthermore, demographic trends pose a challenge; decreases
in arable land due to urbanization and industrialization in recent
years and the migration of the young and skillful to urban areas
for white collar jobs have left the country’s agricultural production
5

Organic agricultural practices are gaining acceptance in China as
consumer incomes rise, concerns for food safety increases and
media promotion is more common. The organic food market
in China is currently at RMB108 billion (2010) and is forecasted
to expand to between RMB248 billion and RMB594 billion by
2015, depending significantly on investment and regulatory
encouragement of the organic farming subsector.
FDI in the agricultural sector accounts for around 2 percent of total
FDI in China. Since strides in agriculture connect with investment
in areas like research and development and biotechnology, the
entrance of foreign investment is this area, while still relatively
nascent, is encouraged.

Agricultural Machinery
In 2011, China issued RMB175 billion to facilitate the development
of agricultural machinery, an RMB20 billion increase compared
to the previous year. The Agricultural Machinery Industry
Development Plan (2011-2015)5, issued by the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology on March 25, 2011, provides
ambitious goals for the sector and details a need to proactively
commence international cooperation in order to introduce
advanced technology from outside China and to encourage
large-scale agricultural machinery enterprises to cooperate with
foreign enterprises in the building of technology research centers.
The plan provides three specific goals for the industry’s
development as follows: first, the total value of the industry
should reach RMB4 trillion in 2015; with the export volume
reaching US$120 billion, occupying 20 percent of the industry
sales. Second, products and technologies with independent
intellectual property rights, meeting contemporaneous advanced

For links see: http://www.amic.agri.gov.cn/nxtwebfreamwork/detail.jsp?articleId=117129&lanmu_id= ; http://www.gov.cn/jrzg/2011-01/20/content_1789140.htm
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international standards, will be created. Third, an integrated
industrial system will be created, combining R&D, manufacturing
of machinery and parts, supply of full sets of equipment and
technological service. Included in this are five large-scale,
internationally competitive enterprise groups with sales revenues
exceeding RMB150 billion will be created.
Two additional related Ministry of Agriculture Opinions are the
Opinions on Accelerating the Promotion of the Mechanization
of Rice Production (March 2011) and the Guiding Opinions
on Implementing the Subsidy for the Purchase of Agricultural
Machinery (issued jointly with the Ministry of Finance in 2011). The
latter Opinions clearly signal the expansion in the support that
China is giving to agricultural mechanization.

Food Processing
The year 2011 should be a big year in China’s food processing
industry, with food safety as a driving issue, as is evident from the
variety of recently promulgated legislation, including:
• The Key Work Arrangement of Food Safety
Issued by the State Council in March 2011
• The Implementation Plan on Food Safety
Issued by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
in March 2011
• The 12th Five-Year Plan for the Food Industry and the individual
12th Five-Year Plans for the Meat Processing Industry and Potato
Processing Industry, Grain Processing Industry, and the Access
Conditions for Concentrated Fruit and Vegetable Juice (Pulp)
Processing Industry and Wine Industry
Formulated jointly with the National Development and Reform
Commission in March 2011
Food production processes specifically targeted by the Ministry
of Industry and Information Technology include dairy (see below)
and the alcohol, monosodium glutamate and citric acid industries,
criticized for their “backward production capacities.”
Increasing regulatory and policy implementation in this area
means increasing opportunities for international involvement
through imports, technology transfers, consulting and FDI.

Dairy Production
Since China’s opening up, dairy production has been experiencing
over 20 percent annual growth rates according to Xinhua News
Agency6 and, in the past ten years, the yield and output value of

dairy products have increased more than tenfold.
Safety in the dairy production industry is a hot topic in China,
with a huge scandal involving unintentional but deadly melamine
additions to dairy products in September 2008. To address this
issue directly, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
and the National Development and Reform Commission plan to
issue the Provisions on the Administration of the Manufacturing
and Distribution of Melamine to prevent the flow of melamine
into the food and feed manufacturing industries at its source. The
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology has explicitly
stated that it plans to eliminate dairy projects and enterprises that
do not meet state industry policies.
Under the 2009 Food Safety Law, the National Food Safety
Commission would be established to monitor food safety
standards. In March 2011, the General Office of the State Council
published a working plan on food safety, asking for the set-up
of a national database of dairy product manufacturers and a
registration system to track melamine purchases. Also in March
2011, the State Administration for Industry and Commerce
announced that dairy retailers must apply or renew their operating
licenses or face penalties.7

Veterinary Pharmaceuticals
Globally, China’s veterinary market share reached RMB42 billion in
2010, according to the statistics of the Ministry of Agriculture. There
are currently over 1,650 Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP)
certified veterinary pharmaceutical manufacturing enterprises in
China, of which 35 enterprises had output value exceeding RMB1
billion, more than 80 enterprises had output value exceeding
RMB50 million and more than 350 had output value exceeding
RMB10 million, as of the end of August 2010.
The sector is growing and developing, as are related policies
and regulations. While the Regulations on the Administration of
Veterinary Pharmaceuticals8 is the primary regulation in this sector,
there are numerous other supporting regulations, including the
Provisions on the Administration of Veterinary Pharmaceuticals
Registration and the Provisions on the Administration of the
Development of New Veterinary Pharmaceuticals. A major step
forward in the strengthening of regulation in the sector was
the GMP of Veterinary Pharmaceuticals policy, promulgated by
the Ministry of Agriculture in March 2010. This policy stipulates
the equipment that enterprises operating in veterinary
pharmaceuticals should possess, among other things and plays
a large role in shaping the demand for foreign expertise and
imports within this industry.

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2009-06/06/content_11500008.htm
For more information on these topics, please consider these news articles: http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2009-02/28/content_10916180.htm; http://news.xinhuanet.
com/english/2009-06/06/content_11500008.htm; http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/china/2011-03/30/c_13804669.htm .
8
Full text here (Ministry of Foreign Affairs): http://www.mfa.gov.cn/eng/wjb/zzjg/jks/jkxw/t209904.htm
6
7
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Case Study: Richard Keenan & Co. Ltd
Keenan provides a combination of feeding and nutrition
technology for dairy and beef cattle which helps to increase
feed efficiency – the quantity of milk or beef from each kilo of
feed.
Active in China since: 2009

What is the company doing in China?
Through an emerging organisation in China, primarily staffed
by Chinese people, it has trialled technology in proof of
concept format on several suitable large scale farms. The
system combines feeding machines, nutrition and web-based
software. Users enter the data on a website and Keenan’s
server in Dublin configures the correct way to load and mix the
ingredients for the optimum feed.
“We’re past the pilot, we’ve proven the feed efficiency on a
relatively small number of farms. Some farms are owned by very
big dairy processors. We now know our technology works over
there but we also uncovered challenges around husbandry
practices,” says Keenan.

Why China?

How to go about the market?
Keenan initially worked with an American firm that had already
been doing business in China. The Wisconsin-based firm was a
specialist in feed additions for the dairy cow market. This was
a collaborative arrangement but the American company itself
has formed a joint venture with a Chinese company to market
an integrated technology program that includes elements
supplied by Keenan.
Now Keenan sees that as one of several potential routes to
market as it develops a strategy for China. One possible option
could involve collaborating with another Irish company in
the beef or dairy sector, or else direct partnerships with other
Chinese groups.

Advice for other companies considering China
“It’s a challenging kind of place. Language, culture and
connecting with people and really understanding the market is
taking longer,” says Keenan, who believes having a good channel
partner is critical to progress in China. Finding such partners can
be a challenge whereas in other countries, businesses can do a
lot on their own.

“There is major growth and demand for food there. We were
very conscious that they are increasing their own basic
food products like milk and beef cattle,” explains Gerard. The
proposition for the Chinese market is to help farmers get more
milk or beef per kilo of feed by 20 percent. He adds that this has
many food sustainability dimensions that affect land use, water
use, animal health, energy use, carbon footprint, affordable
food and farm incomes.

“Serious people looking at long-term problems need to know
what you have. If they want what you have, they can bring you
forward in terms of conferences and meeting business partners.
It’s not just about going directly to a business, it’s about making
governmental people aware of what you’re doing. If you have
something worthwhile, it can help you work through the maze
that is China. The market is so vast; sometimes it’s a case of
where do you go?”

“We think the Chinese market is very lucrative in the long term.
It’s a very interesting market for us, not just for machinery and
technology sales but also value-added services and licensing.
They need a quantum leap forward for sustainability in the
production of food. The only basis we’re interested in China is
in long-term value creation, to be respected over there for an
inherent ability to solve problems.”

The proposition also needs to be right. “If you don’t have
significant value add for China, it’s not a place to be; if there’s no
innovation, they’ll make it themselves. It has to be something
distinctive that you have,” Keenan asserts.
Gerard Keenan, Chairman and CEO
www.keenansystem.com
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Construction

housing construction as well as expansion of real estate building
projects further away from the city center. This will in turn require
more transportation infrastructure to provide the necessary links,
especially subway lines.

“Megacity” Infrastructure Plans
China’s push to build a “megacity” also points to significant
opportunities for infrastructure and real estate development.
The “Turn the Pearl River Delta into One” plan details the merging
of nine cities in the Pearl River Delta (Guangzhou, Dongguan,
Foshan, Zhaoqing, Jiangmen, Zhongshan, Shenzhen, Zhuhai and
Huizhou), into one megacity with a population of 42 million. This
merging, which includes 29 new rail lines as well as new power
and water system projects, will create demand for at least 150
major infrastructure projects that will cost RMB2 trillion.
In spite of the impressive growth and government push, foreign
companies reportedly only receive 2 percent of the contracts in
the construction sector. A number of requirements, including
a high level of minimum registered capital and other market
barriers, impede foreign investment in this sector.

Building Materials

The Chinese construction market is the fastest growing
in the world, surpassing the US in 2010 and according to
PricewaterhouseCoopers it will double in size by 2020 to US$2.5
trillion.
Part of the growth in this industry is due to the fact that the Chinese
government continues to place emphasis on infrastructure
spending, as the 12th Five-Year Plan demonstrates. The Plan
specifies increased government spending on infrastructure,
including construction of highways and railways, water
transportation and maritime infrastructure. Among the targets is
the proposed construction of 21,750 miles of high-speed railways.

Real Estate
China’s real estate sector remains rife with opportunity for foreign
investment and trade and in 2010, over one-fifth of China’s recordhigh US$105.7 billion of FDI for went into the growing real estate
sector. There have been concerns of the market overheating in
recent years, prompting government cool-down measures, but
it appears that key urban cities will continue to see unabated
growth.
Housing remains high in demand and property prices remain
high and the real estate market will see much low-income
9

As of 2009, there are about 27,500 building material industrial
enterprises in China that are state-owned enterprises or non
state-owned industrial enterprises with an annual revenue of over
RMB5 million.9
These enterprises occupy a small but growing share of industrial
output, occupying 3.3 percent of national industrial output, with
an industrial output value of RMB 2.15 trillion in 2009, an increase
of 22 percent year-on-year.
According to data from the China Building Materials Federation, in
2009, the production of non-metallic minerals, the main building
material in China, reached 10.5 billion tons, including 60 million
tons of sand and gravel used in construction, 2.6 billion tons of
cement and limestone for lime, 1.8 billion tons of brick clay, 0.3
million tons of silica for glass and 0.46 million tons of plaster.
The total production of cement in 2009 was 16.3 billion tons, an
increase of 17.8 percent from the previous year.

Architectural Services
The architectural design industry in China has experienced
tremendous development since the 1990s. As of 2008, there were
3,373 architectural design firms in Shanghai, with an average
of 9 percent annual increase in the number of personnel in
this industry and an average of 36.5 percent annual increase in
revenue.

中国行业信息研究网, China Industry Information Research Net. http://www.chinamrc.com/shichangfenxi/2010/0607/584.html
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Case Study: Cylon Controls Ltd
Provides building energy management systems and service
governing a building’s heating, ventilation and air conditioning.
Active in China since: 2008

What is the company doing in China?
Cylon has offices in Beijing and Shanghai, employing six people
in commercial and technical roles. One of its flagship projects in
China has been the 30,000 sq ft Greenview Building in Beijing,
said to be the one of first such ‘green’ luxury developments.
“Since we initially dipped a toe in the water, our business
has grown year on year. While it doesn’t form a major part of
turnover, our expectation is that in the future the marketplace
has the potential to deliver a significant contribution to total
revenues and we’ll have to allocate more resources to it,” says
Patrick Healy, Vice President of International Operations. Cylon
is also considering China as one of several possible locations for
a global centre of excellence for its technical services.

Why China?
China’s enormous population and the large migration patterns
to its primary and secondary cities is creating demand for
building energy management, making it a key strategic market.
“The pace of development in these cities is such that we feel
there’s a big opportunity,” says Healy.

How to go about the market?
Prior to opening representative offices, Cylon dealt with the
Chinese market through a Hong Kong-based firm which gave
it a sufficient feel for the market. Healy says business isn’t yet at
the scale to warrant setting up a Chinese entity.

Advice for other companies considering China
Good customer relationships are essential to business in China,
says Healy. “There’s what the Chinese refer to as ‘Guanxi’. It
translates as a personable social relationship that you develop
with customers. It involves a lot of lunches and dinners and
social interaction before a reasonable or strong relationship can
progress but once you have it, the degree of loyalty you have
is very high.”
Healy says some of Cylon’s managers in Shanghai and Beijing
are Chinese nationals who had been living and studying in
Ireland, joined the company and were trained in the business.
As for the business of negotiation, newcomers to China
shouldn’t confuse politeness with progress in discussions, Healy
advises. There may still be issues to resolved even if your hosts
appear to be agreeing with your point of view. “I would say that
one appears to get agreement from their business meeting
hosts in order to ensure that they and you save face in the
meeting as loss of face in China is always avoided.”
While the Irish flag has no particular cachet in China, the
backing of Enterprise Ireland has proven useful, he adds. “Where
we interact with companies, the government representation
that Enterprise Ireland brings to an initial meeting is very useful
for opening doors. A government influence is seen as very
powerful in certain cases.”
Patrick Healy, VP of International Operations
www.cylon.com

“The representative office allows for us to get more inserted into
the marketplace. The restrictions have had no impact on our
business. Representative offices don’t employ people in China;
they’re all employed through agencies and a representative
office can only have so many contracted workers, but there’s no
difficulty in dealing with customers at all.”
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Environment
China’s Seven Strategic Emerging Industries
1. Energy saving and environmental protection
2. New-generation information technology
3. Bio-industry
4. High-end equipment manufacturing
5. Renewable energy
6. New materials
7. Renewable energy vehicles
12th Five-Year Plan, Part III, Chapter 10
Environmental degradation remains an important challenge to
economic growth in China. Per capita waste, air and water quality
and pollution remain negative externalities to growth and their
impact continues to be very visible in urban areas. Increased
international scrutiny and domestic concern have also put a
spotlight on environmental issues.
The 12th Five-Year Plan (2011–2015), hailed as the “greenest fiveyear plan in China’s history,” contains a series of social and economic
objectives to be achieved by 2015, of which one-third are targets
relating to natural resources and environmental issues, aiming to
build sustainable development practices into Chinese industries.
Its targets include increasing non-fossil fuel consumption to 11.5
percent, cutting energy consumption by 16 percent, cutting
carbon dioxide emissions per unit of GDP by 17 percent. The new
targets are no less ambitious than those from the last FYP, where
the government managed to successfully reduce China’s energy
intensity by 20 percent from 2006 to 2010.
Other equally impressive goals arising from the Annual Sessions
include China’s goal to boost the proportion of non-fossil fuels in
overall primary energy use from the current 8 percent up to 11.4
percent, to cut CO2 emission by 17 percent overall and to reduce
major pollutant emissions, such as heavy metal and chemical
waste from manufacturing processes, by around 8 percent to 10
percent. Under the new plan, the Chinese government also aims
to increase overall investment for environmental protection to 3.1
trillion, a 121 percent increase from the previous five year period
and introducing emissions caps in different cities.
The Chinese government has also asked the advisory body
China Council for International Cooperation on Environment and
Development (CCICED) (http://english.mep.gov.cn/international_
cooperation/CCICED/) to research sectors and suggest methods
to improve energy efficiency.
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At the core of this plan is the development of renewable energy,
such as solar, wind and hydropower, to reduce China’s 70 percent
dependence on coal. China’s renewable energy investment
topped US$54.4 billion in 2010, up 39 percent from the previous
year, according to a survey by the Pew Charitable Trusts. China
has overtaken the US as the largest wind power market globally,
according to reports by the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC)
and the Chinese Renewable Energy Industry Association (CREIA)
and produces nearly half of the world’s wind and solar modules.
The country has also taken strides into the development of
hydropower, the most notable example being the massive Three
Gorges Dam on the Yangtze River in Hubei Province. Although
traditionally it had been relatively difficult for foreign investors to
get involved in the renewable energy market, new avenues are
opening up in this sector as China pushes forward with the new
environmentally-friendly FYP. In order to restructure and upgrade
Chinese industries with the new targets in mind, authorities have
recognized that there is a need for foreign input in terms of new
investment and technologies in these areas.
Opportunities for trade and investment in the renewable
energy sector are particularly prominent in the YRD region.
According to Shanghai’s latest three year environmental plan
(2009-2011), US$10 billion is dedicated to controlling water/air/
industrial pollution, solid waste disposal, agricultural and rural
environmental improvement and ecological protection.
Furthermore, Jiangsu province has the largest number of
environmental protection-related firms in mainland China and
excels particularly in the area of wind power. As a whole, Jiangsu
province will establish 7000 MW inter-tidal and offshore wind
farms by 2020. The primary city in this development is Nantong,
which has a current wind power capacity of 992 MW and a
targeted wind power and installed capacity of 3000 MW by 2015.
In addition, an environmental technology base, focusing on wind
power development has been developed in Nanjing Economic
Development Zone and the city of Huishan has a large Wind Power
Science and Technology Industrial Park focused on renewable
energy manufacturing and related R&D. A 1GW offshore and intertidal wave project is also planned in the province.

Case Study: BioTector Analytical Systems Ltd
BioTector produces rugged, reliable total organic carbon (TOC)
meters for controlling quality in treatment plants, processes or
the water used on site.
Active in China since: 2003

What is the company doing in China?
BioTector’s products are suitable in waste water treatment
plants or locations where the customer uses water for heating
and cooling. This applies to a range of sectors including dairy,
brewing, municipal or refinery. For now, the Chinese market
brings less than 3 per cent of revenues but it’s a strategic
location to be, says Horan.
“China is a new, emerging market. What we’ve told our
distributor is not even to waste time going after all companies
but to go after the multinationals that we have good references
throughout the world, like BASF and Dow Chemical. It’s quite
a narrow focus. We’re not selling into indigenous Chinese
companies per se. It gives us a foothold and as time moves on,
we will move into other sectors. It’s a market we need to be in
and this is our strategy at the moment.”

Why China?
“It is a country where anybody involved in the environmental
sector has a big opportunity,” says Horan. In Biotector’s case,
China is very much a long-term play. He anticipates it will take
at least five years to make a serious impact but if regulations
change towards online monitoring, then the market may take
off quicker.
Current regulations in China only cover chemical oxygen
demand (COD) in water quality, whereas Biotector’s flagship
product measures TOC. An expected change in the regulations
would put both on an equal footing and would boost BioTector’s
business there considerably, says Horan.

are markets that are mature, that can appreciate the value we
bring,” he says. “We know that China is currently purchasing up
to approximately 5,000 units of online measuring equipment
each year, so we know in five years there’s going to be a huge
replacement market. We will be able to come in and pick up
on that.”

How to go about the market?
BioTector originally sold in China through a distributor that it
had already been using in other European markets, but changed
two years ago and began working with another distributor.
According to Horan, the problem with the original firm was that
it only had representative status and couldn’t trade in Chinese
currency, instead having to order products in Holland. Such is
the market size that Horan says it will warrant BioTector’s direct
presence in the future.

Advice for other companies considering China
In Horan’s experience, companies that do well in China often
have a European person in situ. “It’s easier to open doors if
you’re from a Western country. Even if you sit in the meeting
and say nothing, just the fact that you are there has probably
helped the distributor to get the meeting.” If your company is
represented by a distributor, it’s a good move to ensure they
can take Chinese currency.
Horan has found the customs element of doing business easy
to navigate. “It’s a huge market, with extremely capable people
from a technical and a sales point of view. The education they’re
obviously getting and the enthusiasm and can-do attitude is
extremely impressive.”
David Horan, Director of Sales and Operations
www.biotector.com

By his own admission, BioTector’s products are expensive but
the quality justifies the price. “The markets where we do best
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Education Services
From elementary school to the standard nationwide college
entrance examination, the gaokao, and beyond, China’s
educational system is fiercely competitive and often not of
equivalent quality to institutions abroad. These two facts create
a huge incentive for those who can afford an international
education to obtain it. China has historically sent many students
overseas, but until the opening up of the economy in the early
1980s, it was only the children of government officials and other
well-connected students and researchers who could afford to
travel abroad for further education.
With an increasingly open society and rapidly increasing wealth,
the numbers travelling overseas has increased dramatically in
recent years. Particularly as China’s family planning policy means
that most families still have only one child, many Chinese families
are fully prepared to spend many times their annual income to get
an overseas education for their children.
In 2010, there were more than 1.4 million young Chinese studying
abroad, a number that is increasing rapidly year-on-year. Student
enrollment will continue to increase across all levels of education
and this, combined with rising incomes in China, increases the
number of Chinese students looking to study abroad in coming
years.

Higher Education
Currently there are about 4,000 Chinese students attending Irish
Higher Educational Institutes worth in excess of €65m to the Irish
economy on fees and money spent on food/accommodation etc.
The majority of the Chinese students in Ireland are in full-time
bachelor programs and the most popular areas of study are in the
science (natural sciences, medicine, engineering, IT) and business
(accounting, finance, management, tourism) fields.
There are ample opportunities for Ireland in the educational
services sector, particularly in attracting students from China
for courses ranging from English language studies to third-level
degrees, postgraduate and business studies (MBA; EMBA).
Ireland and China have been expanding education cooperation
and exchange for years. In 2006, the two countries signed
the China/Ireland Agreement on Mutual Recognition of
Higher Education Qualifications and in 2008 established the
Memorandum of Understanding between the China Scholarship
Council and The Irish Universities Association on PhD Cooperation.
Ireland also has partnerships with Chinese higher institutions such
as Beijing Foreign Studies University and Fudan University.
10

A list of officially-registered agents can be found at http://www.crs.jsj.edu.cn
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English Language Studies
In the education services market, the demand for English
language studies is by far the largest segment. Most students who
register to study English do so in preparation for entering a foreign
undergraduate or postgraduate course, or to take up a position
with a foreign company in China or overseas. Some countries do
not allow students to enter unless they are enrolled to study both
English and a higher education course (with a correspondingly
high fee requirement), thus those countries (such as Ireland) that
allow entry for English language studies alone offer a less costly
option. Education institutions in Ireland should verify the bona
fides of their applicants to guard against the possibility that they
might attract students intent on illegal immigration.
Given the wide variations within the education system in China,
it is not easy to assess the quality of the second-level education
that applicants have received. Some universities have overcome
this difficulty by establishing one-year foundation courses either
in China or in the home country. The purpose of these courses is
to prepare students for full participation in the degree courses.
Foundation courses usually include some elements of cultural
reorientation to help students adjust from what is essentially
a rote learning system in China to the more independent,
interactive system in Western countries. Other universities and
third-level colleges use rigorous interviews to assess the level of
basic education.

Education Agents
The most efficient way for education institutions to enter the
education market is to appoint an agent in China, of which there
are approximately 400 registered with the Ministry of Education
(2010). Using such an agent is also an effective means of accessing
potential students for English language studies and undergraduate
courses. These agencies offer counseling, orientation and advisory
services and help students and schools to complete application
and visa procedures.
The Chinese government introduced laws to regulate the activities
of agencies providing advice to Chinese students about going
overseas to study.10 The laws require agencies to be registered
with the National Government, via a process of nominations from
provincial/municipal authorities. A point of note - unlicensed
agencies often ‘rent’ the license of approved agents or (in some
cases) openly flout the law.
All local agents charge fees to the students or their parents, in
addition to receiving fees from the overseas schools. The quality
of service, however, varies enormously. Some of the older more
established agencies are not very efficient, but can tap into a large
base of government-sponsored applicants. Other agencies are

very commercial and are more interested in revenue than in the
students’ welfare.
Irish institutions should exercise caution in choosing a local partner
agency. It is advisable not to depend on a single agency, or to

concentrate on just one city or region. Over time, schools should
establish working relationships with agents in different regions,
depending on the number of students required. Enterprise Ireland
maintains a list of the officially approved agencies in each region
and can supply this on request.

Case Study: University College Cork
Higher education institute
Active in China since: 1995
University College Cork has some 300 Chinese students on
its campus, up from six Chinese students in 2002. The Cork
University has some 100 different nationalities among its
student body, with the Chinese now forming the second largest
group after American students. To help in the recruitment of
Chinese students, UCC has eight agents working for it in the
country, and, since 2005, the university has also had its own
Chinese office in Beijing, which currently employs two people.
“The Beijing office is providing a very good return on a modest
investment,” says Louise Tobin, director of international student
recruitment at UCC. You can’t do everything from Cork and
having full-time representatives and a physical office in situ
gives us a real presence and is very good for our exposure. We
can use the office for meetings and for hosting promotional
events. The office head is Chenyong Hua, who was acting for us
as an agent and who is very good as a match-maker, putting us
together with like-minded institutions.”
UCC has agreements with a number of Chinese third-level
institutions including the Beijing Technology and Business
University, Guilin University of Electronic Engineering and, most
recently, East China University of Political Science and Law.
These agreements allow for ‘2+2’ joint-degree programmes,
where undergraduates spend the first two years of a four-year
degree course studying in China and the second two years
studying in UCC. The 2+2 option is the most popular choice
among Chinese undergraduates, says Tobin, “but there is a
limited number doing full undergraduate programmes with us
in UCC”.
The 2+2 option is also important logistically for how UCC caters
for Chinese students. “It means that we have cohorts of Chinese
students coming to UCC each year and a guaranteed intake
year after year,” Tobin explains. In addition to taking their basic

degree at UCC, many of the Chinese students stay on to sit
taught masters course and some go on to do a PhD there. The
UCC degree courses most popular with Chinese students are
computer studies, economics (finance), electric and electronic
engineering and food sciences.

Why China?
On a basic level, the Chinese students are an important source
of income for UCC, as non-EU students pay higher college fees
than Irish and EU students. All the Chinese students are selffinancing but, with China’s ‘one child’ family policy, their families
are very keen to invest in their sons’ and daughters’ education.
But equally, their presence on campus is very important for
promoting knowledge and interest in China and Chinese
among Irish students, a growing number of whom are taking
Chinese-related modules as part of their own degrees. For
example, the law faculty now offers a BCL degree that includes
one year of study in China. “China is becoming increasingly
important to the Irish economy and will continue to do so
for the next 10 years,” Tobin says. “Strategically it’s important
that we are producing Irish graduates with a knowledge and
understanding of Chinese affairs.”

Advice for other organisations considering China
Patience, perseverance and relationship building are the three
watchwords to remember when seeking new business in China.
“You need to show an interest in Chinese life and culture if you
are going to win business there,” Tobin says. “If you are focused
totally on your own area of activity and show no interest in the
wider aspects of Chinese life, they will view you as uncultured, a
barbarian even, and they won’t do business with you.”
Louise Tobin, Director of international student recruitment
www.ucc.ie
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Financial Services

the general culture of domestic investors towards risk limits
the growth of a dynamic market filled with various funding
instruments. Stocks in the Chinese market are of three levels:
• A: limited to Chinese national investors and institutions; traded
in RMB
• B: accessible to foreign investors and in 2001 to Chinese national
investors; traded in US$ on the Shanghai stock exchange and
HK$ on the Shenzhen stock exchange; municipal bonds are also
traded at B-level in RMB
• H: accessible to foreign and Chinese investors registered in
Hong Kong; traded on the Hong Kong stock exchange in HK$
As market components become more mature and expanded, the
opportunities for diversity and complexity in funding instruments
will surely rise.

Banking Sector
China’s banking sector underwent significant reforms to separate
central banking from commercial banking, first in the 1980s, then
in 1995 and then during WTO entry in 2001. These reforms aside,
today, the central government retains significant control over this
sector, with some opportunities for foreign players.
China’s financial services sector encompasses a number of
subsectors, including banking, capital markets, finance, IT services,
insurance and investment management. It has gone through
reform over the years, becoming increasing liberalized. In April
2010, China’s State Council revealed the Certain Opinions on
Further Improvement of the Utilization of Foreign Investment
(Circular No. 9) which was the first recognition of foreign invested
private equity (PE) and venture capital (VC) towards economic
development on a national level. Previously, only Shanghai,
Beijing and Tianjin adopted policies to encourage foreign PE and
VC. A few of important areas of focus are the banking sector and
capital markets.

Capital Markets
China’s stock exchanges are developing quickly and in 2010
witnessed the world’s largest initial public offering (IPO) market,
with 347 companies raising RMB490 billion domestically, more
than 2008 and 2009 combined. Foreign companies are able to
gain greater access to Chinese stock markets, however foreign
firms still face restrictions to entry, being only allowed to hold a
maximum stake of 33 percent in capital markets.
The majority of China’s capital markets consist of institutional
shares and stocks. Though some funds (e.g. mutual funds) and
bonds (e.g. municipal bonds for infrastructure projects) do exist,
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The different tiers of the Chinese banking system are:
•
•
•
•

Central bank – The People’s Bank of China (PBOC)
Policy banks
State-owned banks – the “big four”
Joint-stock banks – includes shareholding banks and private
banks
• City banks
In 1995 the Commercial Bank Law aimed to commercialize
China’s “big four” banks: Bank of China (BOC), China Construction
Bank (CCB), Agricultural Bank of China (ABC)and Industrial and
Commercial Bank of China (ICBC). China’s state-owned commercial
banks went public over the years and in 2010, the Agricultural
Bank of China was the last of the “big four” to become publically
listed for a US$22.1 billion IPO in Shanghai and Hong Kong, setting
a first-time share record.
China’s joint-stock banks provide the main opportunities for
foreign investment, in the form of a joint venture. They include
CITIC Bank, China Merchants Bank, Minsheng Bank, Huaxia Bank,
Shanghai Pudong Development Bank, China Everbright Bank,
Shenzhen Development Bank, Guangdong Development Bank,
Industrial Bank, Evergrowing Bank, China Zheshang Bank and
China Bohai Bank. These banks are attractive for foreign investment

because they can be less costly to purchase, easier to manage and
have lower amounts of non-performing loans compared to the
state-owned banks.
In addition to JV opportunities through joint-stock banks, a
number of wholly owned foreign banks have gained more access
to the China market as restrictions have loosened over the years.
Citibank, Standard Chartered, HSBC, Bank of Singapore, Bank of
Thailand, Barclays, Bank of America and Royal Bank of Scotland
are just some of the international banking institutions that have
offices in China.

Investment Management and Fund Solutions
In light of recent inflationary pressures on the Chinese economy,
the China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) in February
2011 announced its decision to draft new rules for tighter capital
regulations, provisions, leverage and liquidity conditions for

lending institutions. Though financial derivatives at the moment
are only a small part of the investment management side of the
banking sector, the rules will become more influential as the
market matures.
Risk management, security technologies, interbank transactions,
investment options and online banking in the China still noticeably
lag behind those of Western developed nations. This is due in part
to policymakers’ bias towards developing strength in its domestic
institutions, including Union Pay, the only currency processing
system allowed to conduct RMB-dominated transactions.
International companies such as Visa and MasterCard must
partner with Union Pay to participate in the payment card market
in China. But as the number of wealthy Chinese in the country
continues to rise, demand for more investment options and fund
solutions will no doubt pressure policymakers to increase foreign
access in the banking sector.

Case Study: Monex
Provider of dynamic currency conversion software

Advice for other companies considering China

Active in China since: 2003

It can take a long time to break into the Chinese market because
it can be difficult to the find the key decision-maker that you
need for your first sale.

What Monex is doing in China:
Headquartered in Killarney, Monex is a financial services
company that has become a world leader in dynamic currency
conversion (DCC) software. Monex’s DCC software allows
consumers travelling abroad to convert their credit card
transactions into a cardholder’s chosen currency at the pointof-sale. The system gives users real-time price transparency and
allows them to choose a foreign exchange rate set by Monex
and its partner companies rather than the FX rate set by the
credit card companies, while also avoiding the credit card
companies’ surcharge for overseas use.
“We first secured a deal with Bank of China for Hong Kong, but
now that has been extended into the rest of China,” says Frank
Murphy, founder of Monex.

Why China?
“While the users of our DCC software are visitors to China,
typically using credit cards for hotel accommodation and the
purchase of luxury goods, we do benefit from the scale of the
country – at one signing-up ceremony organised by Bank of
China, more than 250 merchants were signed up in one day!”
Murphy says.

“When we were looking for business in China, it did help that
we already had operations in Asia, Singapore and Thailand, but
the key thing to doing business there is generally that deals
have a long gestation period. You have to meet the right people
and it can be very difficult to know who the right people are,”
Murphy says.
I went out with Mary McAleese on her first visit to China in 2003
and then went out about four times a year to get to know the
country and the lie of the land. I was not expecting to get much
business immediately, but it took a ferocious amount of time to
secure a deal. It was 2004, almost by chance, that I met the right
person who could get things moving.”
Frank Murphy, CEO
www.monexfs.com
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Food and Beverages

Irish Agri-food and Drink Exports by Sector

Ireland’s agri-food and drink sector accounts for 7 percent of
Irelands economy-wide Gross Value Added or about 16 percent
of total industrial sector output (Census of Industrial Production,
2008), 10 percent of Ireland’s exports and 8.5 percent of total
employment (DAFF, 2009). Products of Ireland’s agri-food and
drink industry are sold in over 170 markets around the world. While
only 23 percent of the exports go to non-UK, non-Continental EU
markets, of these international markets, the Chinese market is
growing in size and expanding through sectors.

Seafood,
4%
Sheep and
sheepmeat, 2%

Irish agri-food and drink exports particularly relevant to the
Chinese market include dairy products, prepared foods, pork and
beverages (including alcoholic beverages). Consumer demand
for Western food and beverage products in China has been
steadily increasing, with increased demand for meat and dairy
in particular. This rising demand is attributable to increasing
disposable income levels, exposure of the Chinese consumer to
foreign food and beverage products and multiple domestic food
safety scares. Furthermore, the expansion of foreign supermarkets
and “hypermarkets” such as Carrefour and specialty import stores
also increase convenience and access to foreign products.

Dairy Products
There has been a significant growth in Chinese dairy consumption
over the last decade, with growth predicted to continue and there
has been large growth in dairy imports.
Figures from a U.S. Food and Drug Administration report illustrate
this:
• Cheese sales increased 22.1 percent and yogurt sales increased
15.7 percent year-on-year in 2009.
• Chinese fluid milk imports will also increase 13 percent in 2011,
though this market is small and mainly consists of wealthier
consumers
• China is home to the largest powdered milk market in the
world, consuming over 1 million tons per year, according to
2009 figures and growing. Chinese milk powder imports in
2011 are projected to be 400,000 tons, more than double the
amount in 2009.
Countries with a significant presence in the dairy market include
Australia, France and New Zealand, which collectively make up
about 90 percent of fluid milk sales to China. In 2009, Irish food
exports to China increased by 44 percent, compared to 2008,
according to RTE News.
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Edible horticulture
& cereals, 3%
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Pigmeat and
poultry, 7%
Dairy products and
ingredients, 28%

Beverages, 15%
Prepared foods,
18%
Beef, 21%

Orange = Sectors of particular
relevance to the Chinese market
Source: Bord Bia, http://www.bordbia.ie/industryinfo/agri/pages/default.aspx

At present, dairy consumption levels vary widely geographically
and between urban and rural areas, with urban sales occupying
90 percent of the total national sales of dairy products. As such,
there is great potential in the expansion of the dairy product
market in the rural areas of China.

Pork
Pork is typically the meat of choice among Chinese consumers,
far surpassing beef. Pork imports are expected to increase, as in
2010 China reopened its market for Irish pork, which had been
halted due to the Irish recall of dioxin contaminated-pork in 2008.
In May 2010, Bord Bia predicted that Irish pork exports to China
would increase to 12,000 tonnes in the medium term, according
to RTE News.

Alcohol and Liquor
Alcohol and liquor have also seen increased demand in China,
particularly in urban cities. Since joining the World Trade
Organization, China has reduced import tariffs on foreign alcohol,
which had lead to increased consumption. Although this market
is relatively competitive, with a plethora of domestic companies
as well, foreign products have the appeal of brand and luxury.
The market will see continued growth in large urban cities, yet
second-tier cities that have burgeoning middle classes also
provide opportunities for foreign expansion.

Food Safety
Food safety standards and food ingredient safety remain an
important issue and China does not have the same stringent
quality standards as Europe. There is increasing government
commitment, however, to food safety issues and the government
intends to push forward with a food safety campaign in 2011, with
focus on dairy, meat and alcohol. Foreign food companies have
opportunities for encouraging best practices in this regard.
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Medical Devices

percent of the country’s medical resources are concentrated in
large urban hospitals, according to the Ministry of Health.
Foreign companies, especially large medical device manufacturers
from Japan, Germany and the USA, have a comparative advantage
in terms of technology and presently control 90 percent of
the high-end device market. In 2010, three percent of Irish
merchandise exports to China were in the medical devices sector,
but there is definite room for growth.
Furthermore, the Chinese government seeks to attract foreign
companies, forge corporate alliances, expand manufacturing
ventures and promote exchange. For foreign companies, this can
mean facilitated market access due to government support of the
industry. For domestic companies, the Chinese government sees
partnerships as attractive for encouraging domestic involvement
as well as increasing technology learning and transfer in this vital
sector.

From 2009-2012, the Chinese government is directing RMB850
billion (US$124 billion) for its healthcare system and ongoing
and future plans indicate that the government will continue to
play a strong role in increasing investment into healthcare and
construction of medical buildings.
By 2013, the government plans to fund the establishment of
29,000 new community hospitals, upgrade 5,000 hospitals and
add at least one clinic in every village (Sept. 2010). Government
policy on expanding health coverage in rural areas and the rising
demand for home-use devices and high-quality implants will
lead to growth in the sector, with the value of China’s medical
device market expected to be US$28 billion by 2014, according
to Episcom (2010).
The domestic market for medical devices is still highly fragmented.
Most medical device manufacturers operate on a small scale with
only a handful of profitable products. There are only four Chinese
medical device companies traded on global exchanges.
Although the government is emphasizing low cost devices
for rural projects, major hospitals in China still demand the
high quality foreign equipment and many individual Chinese
consumers in wealthy urban areas have demonstrated a continued
willingness to pay for foreign technologies due to perceptions
of the superiority of medical and manufacturing expertise. Over
ninety percent of hospitals in China are public, with the remaining
percentages split between private and military ownership and 80
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One challenge in the industry for foreign players in particular
is a large level of bureaucracy and price intervention. The
medical device industry in China is still largely characterized
by duplicative approval procedures, the largest being the dual
certification by both the State Food and Drug Administration and
General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and
Quarantine required for eight categories of medical devices. Price
intervention also remains a challenge in the industry, according
to the 2010/2011 European Business in China Position Paper, as
government purchasing exercises and the high tender service
fees influence the cost of equipment.

Pharmaceuticals
China’s pharmaceutical industry is poised for significant growth
due to an aging population and burgeoning middle class with
more money in hand. Foreign players currently account for
10 to 20 percent of overall sales in the industry, depending on
the types of medicines and ventures included in the count. The
country is poised to become the world’s third-largest prescription
drug market in 2011, according to a report by pharmaceutical
intelligence service IMS Health and the value-added output
of China’s pharmaceutical industry as a whole increased 14.9
percent year on year in 2009, according to statistics released by
the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology.
Remaining challenges in the industry include intellectual property
rights protection, visibility for drug approval procedures, effective
governmental incentives, corporate support for drug research
and equal treatment of local and foreign firms.

Waste Management

Under China’s 12th Five-Year Plan, the Chinese government
emphasizes expanding wastewater and solid waste treatment
throughout the country as part of infrastructure goals. In the 12th
FYP period, China aims to invest RMB180 billion in urban waste
disposal and to develop technology so that “harmless household
garbage treatment” accounts for 80 percent of waste treatment
nationwide by 2015. This requires collaboration among the
multiple industries that manage issues related to each type of
waste: mixed waste and construction waste is managed by the
Ministry of Construction, hazardous, electronic and plastic waste
by Ministry of Environmental Protection and recyclable waste by
the Ministry of Commerce.
International involvement in waste management in China is
largely by major international organizations. One example
is the US$75 million Western Provinces Rural Water Supply,
Sanitation and Hygiene Promotion Project, to be completed
in 2012, sponsored by the World Bank, in conjunction with the
UK Department for International Development, UNICEF and the
Chinese government. This project focuses on increasing access to
safe drinking water through waste management, including the
construction of composite septic pit lavatories, wash and soak
away systems and solid waste landfills.

According to World Bank statistics, China is the world’s largest
producer of municipal solid waste (MSW), having surpassed the
US in 2004. By 2030, China’s annual solid waste output will increase
by 150 percent, which creates significant strain on infrastructure,
particularly the number of landfills.

Another notable international initiative in China’s waste sector is
Methane to Markets, a partnership of developed and developing
countries which collaborate to advance the recovery and use of
methane (mainly from landfills) as an energy source.

Thus, significant opportunities exist in the areas of waste
management – including the reduction, reuse, recycling and
disposal of industrial, chemical, as well as solid waste – and in the
waste to energy area. Areas of particular worry from the standpoint
of human health include hazardous waste, electronic waste and
medical waste. In addition, wastewater – which is frequently
discharged in types and quantities violating regulations - is a
major issue.
Landfilling is the primary method of solid waste management in
China, with incineration lagging behind, as much of the municipal
waste is wet and organic, making incineration impractical and
expensive. Incineration comprises over 5 percent of municipal
solid waste disposal, compared to 1.7 percent in 2000.
While per capita waste generation is low in China relative to other
countries, the infrastructure for waste collection and management
is inadequate, with over 40 percent of waste being improperly
(often illegally) disposed of in some regions. Environmental
policies and regulations on solid waste management typically
target waste in urban areas, though rural areas have equally if not
more pressing issues in developing effective waste management.
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Case Study: Greyhound Recycling & Recovery

Active in China since: 1999

“You need to know they’re a good person to do business with.
That’s why we set up an office. I call it eyeball to eyeball time.
If you’re trying to do business by email and building no sort of
relationship, you’re irrelevant; you’re just a message.”

What is the company doing in China?

Advice for other companies considering China

Greyhound is the one of the largest Irish exporters to China
measured by value, shipping on average 30 containers
of secondary raw materials per day to China for reuse in
manufacturing.

Though initially daunted by the culture, the language
differences and a very different legal and regulatory system,
Buckley says these proved “totally irrelevant – all that matters
to the Chinese business person is growing their business and
seeing commercial opportunities”.

Supplier of recycled metals, plastics and paper to Chinese
manufacturing companies.

“It’s much better for the environment that you recycle
something instead of always sourcing it new. Every tonne of
paper recycled is the equivalent to displacing 550 litres of fuel,”
says Greyhound’s CEO Brian Buckley. “The environmental and
economic benefits are huge – for the globe, not just for China.”
Greyhound recently consolidated three offices back into one
site in Shanghai, employing three people.

Why China?
For Buckley, the answer is a very simple and obvious one,
explaining why the company started doing business in China
just two years after it was formed in Ireland.

“The Chinese are more like the Irish to do business with than
anybody else I know – and I have operations in 15 countries,”
he states.
“The first thing you’re offered when you come to a meeting is a
cup of tea. They even have the same word for it: cha. You have a
chat at the start. You don’t get straight into it – either in China or
in Ireland. You find out what the other person likes. The Chinese
have a great sense of humour, and love going out and breaking
bread at lunch or dinner.”

“They’re the largest consumer in the world for our product,” he
states. Likening it to the burgeoning US economy of the Fifties,
he calls twenty-first century China “the land of plenty, the land
of opportunity, the land to go forth and make business”.

Buckley believes a pure licensing patent doesn’t work in a
market like China’s, because ideas are open to be copied. “You
need to compete on advantages that aren’t related to patents:
your business processes, the recruitment and training of your
people and the culture and values of your organisation – what
another company can’t copy.”

Buckley says “competing in a small, open economy like Ireland’s
is ideal preparation for exporting to China. There are a lot of
competitors but by virtue of the country’s size there are a lot
more opportunities,” he says.

The support of Enterprise Ireland is another critical element in
preparing to do business in China, he adds.

How to go about the market?
Greyhound favours a direct presence, having set up office
employing Chinese people on the ground from day one. Buckley
prefers this approach to joint ventures or partnerships, arguing
that in Ireland, you don’t go into business with someone you
don’t know.
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“I would advise any company thinking of becoming involved
in international expansion to contact Enterprise Ireland. They
tell you where to go, who to meet and how to do it. I couldn’t
recommend them highly enough – it’s a fantastic resource to
have in your corner.”
Brian Buckley, CEO
www.greyhoundrecycling.com

Software, Information and
Communications Technology

Dalian city (Liaoning province) and Jiangsu province are just
two of the growing software outsourcing hubs in China. In fact,
the growing strength of Dalian’s IT sector is such that Thomas
Friedman identified Dalian as “China’s Bangalore” in his book,
The World is Flat. In recent interviews, Xia Deren, the port city’s
Party chief, stated he expects Dalian to catch up with its Indian
counterpart by the years 2015-2017.

Internet
China has more internet users that any other nation, with 420
million people using the internet on a daily basis and over 15.2
million internet hosts as of 2010, according to China Daily. The
number is expected to grow to 812 million individual users by
2015, reaching about 60 percent urban internet penetration.
Much of internet access in China is broadband; China is fast
becoming the world’s largest broadband economy, with 364
million using broadband access in 2010. China has over 14 million
fiber lines, compared to 9.6 million in Japan, 1.7m in the US and
just a few thousand in the UK, but it still does not generate the
same speeds as in other Asian countries because the fiber tends to
feed into apartment blocks rather than individual homes.
In addition, mobile Internet access is growing quickly, with an
estimated market value of US$2.91 billion in 2010.
China’s 12th Five-Year Plan connects ICT with its environment and
energy efficiency goals, labeling it a “strategic industry” that will
receive strong government backing for continued development.
This government support, combined with publicity generated
locally by high-level Chinese visiting delegations that have raised
the profile of Ireland within China’s software and ICT industries,
means that these sectors present major opportunities for
Enterprise Ireland client companies.

Software
As in many other sectors, China is the world’s fastest growing
and largest market for software. Revenues in China’s software
industry rose 29 percent year-on-year to over US$106 billion by
mid-2010, according to China Daily and the software design and
development industry posted US$5.9 billion, with the number of
businesses in the industry up by 78.1 percent.
China’s software outsourcing services industry grew 32.9 percent
in the first half of 2010 and its revenue is expected to exceed RMB1
trillion as the industry continues to mature and investors take
advantage of the available quantities of Chinese programmers.

11

E-commerce
Online sales in China account for no more than two percent of
total sales and only a third of China’s internet users currently shop
online, according to a 2010 estimate by McKinsey, so e-commerce
has not been a high priority for many companies. Furthermore, the
country’s e-commerce sector remains broadly unsophisticated –
particularly in transaction security and credit card use – and is
sometimes awkward to navigate between online storefronts,
payment systems and online banking systems. But the market is
growing fast – exactly how fast, estimates vary widely – and holds
huge potential.
There are estimated to be over 23,000 e-commerce websites and
the market is expected to reach US$200 billion, with B2C and C2C
segments accounting for 7.2 percent of domestic retail sales by
2014, according to China Daily.
In 2009, iResearch estimated that small business and consumers
on internet marketplace sites drove about 87 percent of total
online retail sales, with Taobao (www.taobao.com), China’s largest
Internet retail platform, accounting for more than 80 percent by
itself, according to estimates by Forbes magazine and a number of
market research companies.11 Major companies, including Uniqlo,
Dell, Lenovo and Procter & Gamble all sell on Taobao.

http://blogs.forbes.com/ericjackson/2011/05/03/pulling-back-the-curtain-on-taobao-and-yahoos-hidden-value/
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Telecommunications
The telecommunications industry in China is a state-run
monopoly in both fixed-line and mobile sectors. In 2008, the
industry underwent a restructuring overhaul combining six
service operators into three: China Mobile, China Telecom and
China Unicom. However, in January 2010, Premier Wen Jiabao
encouraged the convergence of telecom, broadcasting and
Internet networks in China. This change could bring more
openness and competition in these industries, pointing to a
divergence previous state monopoly control.

Most of China’s mobile communications equipment demands
are filled by imports, though differences in standards in the China
market often require foreign companies to create variations
of the products from international markets in order to fit the
Chinese market. Chinese manufacturers, however, led by Huawei
Technologies and ZTE, are increasingly raising their market share
in China and also turning to South American, Southeast Asian and
African countries for business opportunities. China exported over
500 million mobile phone units in 2009, according to the MIIT.

There are more than 747 million mobile phone users and over 784
billion SMS messages are sent annually, according to the Ministry
of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT).

Case Study: Avego
Passenger transport fleet management software provider;
developer of mobile-phone ride-sharing app.
Active in China since: 2009

What Avego is doing in China:
The Kinsale-based passenger transport software house Avego
is hoping to help bring some order to China’s burgeoning
transport chaos. The company’s Futurefleet management
software for passenger transport operators is to be used in a
four-month long pilot study by bus operator Peng Cheng on
one of the company’s busiest routes.
Peng Cheng operates a fleet of more than 400 city buses and
170 tour buses, plus a number of taxis, rental cars and trucks,
in the Xindu district of Chengdu in Sichuan province. The 40
or so buses on the pilot route will be equipped with Avego’s
mini-Mobile Data Terminals (mMDT) that will provide realtime passenger information (RTPI), automatic vehicle locations
(AVL) and a host of other features, such as schedule adherence
notifications, that will help Peng Cheng streamline its operations
and improve performance.
Passengers on the route will be able to access RTPI, such as
when the next bus is due, via LED displays at bus stops, as
well as via mobile phone apps for the iPhone and the OPhone,
China’s version of Google’s Android platform.

Why China?
The Xindu pilot, which goes live at the end of April, is the first
contract in China won by Avego since the company first started
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seriously investigating the market there in April 2009. Quickly
realising the potential of the Chinese market, six months after
its first visit, the company established an office in Dalian, near
Beijing.
“Car ownership is relatively low, so public transport is very big
there, and China’s bus companies have the biggest vehicle
fleets in the world. China is likely to be a very important market
for us,” says communications and marketing manager Taras
Kennedy.
In addition to Futurefleet, Avego has also developed a ridesharing application that allows private motorists to subsidise
the cost of their travel by giving lifts to people who are
travelling along their route. Indeed, Dalian was chosen by
Avego as its China office location because the city is recognised
as a software industry hub and it was at a software trade fair in
Dalian last summer that Avego made contact with Peng Cheng,
who’s Chengdu base is more than 1,800km from Dalian.

Advice for other companies considering China:
“One of the things that really helped us was the fact that
we were able to hire Chinese students in Ireland to give us
assistance with their knowledge of the language and the local
culture that really helped us get up and running,” says Kennedy.
“They were an invaluable asset and are playing a key role in our
success in China.”
Taras Kennedy, communications and marketing manager
www.avego.com

5.

How Enterprise Ireland Can
Help with Your China Plans

Enterprise Ireland China Team’s main objective is to help Irish
companies increase business volumes in China.
To do so, EI provides country and industry-specific expertise
from market advisors to help companies establish or grow their
presence in China.

Funding and Support

Who EI Works With:

• First-time exporters and start-up companies
• Companies sourcing new business in existing markets
• Experienced exporters seeking new opportunities in emerging
markets
• International buyers / specifiers / decision makers

Advice

Individual Client Work

Client market research
Market awareness
Validate opportunities
Determine distribution channels
Identify customers
Prepare itineraries

1 - Market Research

Support Services

Office Facilities/Incubator Units
Trade Fairs/Mission
Inward buyer Visit
Translation, Regulatory Issues

China team are happy to talk, meet, and work with you
on preparing your business proposition for the cultural &
commercial realities of China.

External Expertise

International Mentors
Business Accelerators
Business Networks
Sector Advisory panels

Sourcing

Technology
Venture Capital

Please visit at http://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/funding-supports/
Company/ for more funding information.

Enterprise Ireland is happy to conduct market research
on behalf of clients via in-house and third-party research
companies. An Enterprise Ireland client company can also visit
Enterprise Ireland Information Centres.

2 - Value Proposition Evaluation

3 - Market Visit
China team can help you to set up itinerary in the market
and introduce you to the potential partner/buyer/agent/
distributor, lawyers, and government bodies.

4 - Value Review
China team are happy to review your value proposition once
you visit the market.

Training Programmes

International Graduate Programme
Enterprise Ireland’s two-year International Graduate Programme offers graduates the opportunity to start their career with a fast-track
international perspective. Based in our overseas office network, graduates are required, after a brief period of training, to contribute
to the success of emerging Irish companies in rapidly changing international business environments. Gaining experience of a broad
range of sectors and industries, graduates conduct market research, identify new markets and key buyers for Irish clients, and manage
events such as market visits and trade fairs.

Graduates 4 International Growth
Graduates 4 International Growth (G4IG) is 18 months in duration, with participants based a minimum of 12 months in an overseas
market. Potential overseas markets include the UK, Europe, Asia, Australia, New Zealand, the Americas (including Brazil), Russia and
The Gulf.
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Effective Teamwork
Enterprise Ireland

You have already decided to research China as
an export market

Enterprise Ireland will work with you to finetune your Business Case

1. You have explored the size of your addressable
market, and rough pricing structure

3. You have built a business case which you
need to test

1. EI Market advisors can stress-test your revenue
and cost forecast through knowledge of
addressable market size, typical sales cycle
length, competitor intelligence and verifying
pricing/cost through the in-country network
2. Go-to-Market structure can be tested
through arranging ‘warm-up’ discussions
with distributors or agents
3. Legal and regulatory advice can be provided
in support of business plan

You have formulated a business case and are
now implementing the plan

Enterprise Ireland can provide in-market
support to help establish your business in China

1. The network: You have begun to build your
network in China to support your go-tomarket strategy

1. The network: EI can propose and set up
meetings with potential distributors, agents
or buyers that are active in your market. EI
can support recruitment activity through
recommendation of established agencies.

Your Chinese business is well-established and
you have now reached the ‘accelerate’ phase
You have decided to change your go-to-market
model or to diversify to drive to the next phase
phase of growth.

IMPLEMENTING

2. The launch: You have a budget to support your
launch through focused marketing activity to
promote your company in China

ACCELERATING

2. You have an initial go-to-market structure in
mind

PREPARING

You

2. The launch: EI has experience in planning and
managing customer workshops, networking
events, trade fair attendance, and can
introduce and advise on PR agencies and
trade press
Enterprise Ireland can work with you to grow
your Chinese operation
EI can introduce you to potential value added
services partners if you are looking to increase
the market for your product

Please visit at www.enterprise-ireland.com for more information
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Further Information
Enterprise Ireland – Dublin, Headquarters
Enterprise Ireland, East Point Business Park, Dublin 3
Tel: +353 1 727 2000
Email: www.enterprise-ireland.com/China
Web: www.enterprise-ireland.com.cn

Embassy of Ireland - Visa Office
Ta Yuan Diplomatic Office Building 2-11-1
14 Liangmahe Nanlu,
Beijing 100600
People’s Republic of China
Telephone: (+86 10) 6532 6945 or 6532 6971
Email: irishvisabeijing@dfanet.ie
Opening hours: Monday-Friday: 9:30 - 12:30, 14:00 - 16:00

Enterprise Ireland - Beijing
c/o Commercial Section
Embassy of Ireland
C612A Office Building, Beijing Lufthansa Centre
No: 50 Liangmaqiao Road
Chaoyang District Beijing 100125
People‘s Republic of China
Tel: +86-10-8448-8080

Tourism Ireland Beijing Office
Room 1170, 11/F, Tower A, Gateway,
North Road East Third Ring, No 18
Xiaguangli, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027
People’s Republic of China
Tel: +86 10 5923 1008
Email: info@tourismireland.com.cn
Web: www.discoverireland.com

Enterprise Ireland - Shanghai Consulate of Ireland
& Commercial Section
Commercial Section Suite 700A,
West Tower, Shanghai Centre
1376 Nanjing Road West, Shanghai 200040
Tel: +86-21-62797088

Consulate General of Ireland, Shanghai
Suite 700A (WestTower), Shanghai Centre
1376 Nanjing Road West, Shanghai 200040
People’s Republic of China
Telephone: +86-21-6279 8729
Email: shanghai@dfa.ie
Opening Hours: Mon – Fri 09.30 – 12. 30 14.00 – 17.30

Enterprise Ireland - Hong Kong
2107 Tower 2, Lippo Centre
89 Queensway Hong Kong SAR
People’s Republic of China
Tel: +852-28451118

Visa Section
Opening Hours: 09.30 am - 12.30 pm (Monday - Friday)
Phone enquiries 02.30 pm - 04.30 pm (Monday - Friday)

An Bord Bia ( Irish Food Board ) -Shanghai Suite
728, Shanghai Centre
No. 1376 Nanjing Xi Rd, Shanghai 200040
People’s Republic of China
Tel: +86 21 62798829
Web: www.bordbia.ie
Embassy of Ireland - Chancery
(For Visa Office see below)
Embassy of Ireland
3 Ritan Dong Lu, Beijing 100600,
People’s Republic of China
Telephone: (+86 10) 6532 2691 or 6532 2914
Email: beijingembassy@dfa.ie
Opening hours: Monday-Friday: 9:30 - 12:30, 14:00 - 17:00
Web: www.embassyofireland.cn

Tourism Ireland - Shanghai Office
Suite 700A, Shanghai Centre, 1376 Nanjing Road West,
Shanghai 200040, People’s Republic of China
Telephone: (+86) (0)21 62798729
Honorary Consulate of Ireland , Hong Kong
Suite 1408, Two Pacific Place
88 Queensway, Hong Kong
Tel : (852) 2527 4897
Web: www.consulateofireland.hk
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Trade Associations

EU Chamber of Commerce
Web: www.europeanchamber.com.cn
Email: euccc@euccc.com.cn
Ireland China Association
Tel: 353 1 6424178
Email: info@irelandchina.org
Web: www.irelandchina.org
Ireland-Hong Kong Business Forum
c/o Dublin Chamber of Commerce 7, Clare Street, Dublin 2
Tel: +353-1-644-7200
Email: info@ihkbf.com
Web: www.ihkbf.com
Irish Network China
Web: www.irishnetworkchina.com

Trade Promotion Bodies

China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
Web: www.ccpit.org / www.bizchinanow.com

Chinese Government Websites

Trade Promotion Website of Small & Medium Enterprises
Web: www.tpbjc.gov.cn / www.smes-tp.com
China Economic Information Network
Web: www.cei.gov.cn
Ministry of Commerce
Web: www.mofcom.gov.cn
Hong Kong Trade and Development Council
Web: www.tdc.org.hk
Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development
Web: www.mohurd.gov.cn
Ministry of Education
Web: www.moe.edu.cn
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Web: www.fmprc.gov.cn
Ministry of Health
Web: www.moh.gov.cn
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
Web: www.mii.gov.cn
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Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security
Web: www.molss.gov.cn
Ministry of Public Security
Web: www.mps.gov.cn
National Bureau of Statistics (NBS)
Web: www.stats.gov.cn
People’s Bank of China
Web: www.pbc.gov.cn
National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC)
Web: www.ndrc.gov.cn

News Media

Asiainfo Linkage
Web: www.asiainfo.com
Beijing Review
Web: www.bjreview.com.cn
China Books
Web: www.chinabooks.com
China Briefing
Web: www.china-briefing.com
China Business World
Web: www.cbw.com
China Daily
Web: www.chinadaily.net
Shanghai News
Web: www.shanghainews.net
Sinofile
Web: www.sinofile.com
South China Morning Post
Web: www.scmp.com
For more useful links, please visit
http://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/Export-Assistance/
International-Office-Network-Services-and-Contacts/ChineseGovernement-Websites.html

Translation and Interpretation Agencies

For a selection of translation and interpretation organizations
please contact the Enterprise Ireland China team.

BASICS
Hello/ hi

Ni hao

Go straight ahead

Yi zhi zou

一直走

你好

We’re there

Dao le

到了

Diao tou

掉头

Good bye

Zai jian

再见

U-turn

Please

Qing

请

I want the receipt

Wo yao fa piao

我要发票

Hong lv deng

红绿灯

Guo malu

过马路

Thank you

Xiexie

谢谢

Traffic light

Yes / no

Shi/ bus hi

是/ 不是

Cross the street

Good / not good

Hao / buhao

好/ 不好

My name is …

Wo jiao

我叫 …

I’m sorry /Excuse Me

Dui bu qi

对不起

I (don’t) want this

I am …

Wo shi

我是 …

我要一个

Can I …?

Wo keyi…ma?

我可以…吗？

I want one ( of an Wo yao yi ge
item)

I don’t understand

Ting bu dong

听不懂

Name card

Ming pian

名片

Can you speak
English?

Ni hui shuo ying yu
ma?

你会说英语吗？

Newspaper

Bao zhi

报纸

Number

Hao ma

号码

Phone

Dian hua

电话

Paper

Zhi

纸

在哪？

Pen

Bi

笔

Yao dian

药店

GETTING AROUND
Where is …?

Zai na …?

SHOPPING AND BARGAINING
wo (bu) yao zhe ge

我（不）要这个

Tiananmen

Tian an men

天安门

Pharmacy

Forbidden City

Gugong

故宫

Photo

Zhao pian

照片

Jing cha

警察

Wangfujing

Wangfujing

王府井

Policeman

Great Wall

Chang Cheng

长城

Post office

You ju

邮局

Qian bao

钱包

Temple of Heaven

Tian tan

天坛

Purse

Summer Palace

Yiheyuan

颐和园

Raincoat

Yu yi

雨衣

Yu san

雨伞

Old SummerPalace

Yuanmingyuan

圆明园

Umbrella

Silk Street Market

Xiu shui jie

秀水街

Restaurant

Can ting

餐厅

Xiang zi

箱子

Sanlitun

San lit un

三里屯

Suitcase

Houhai

Hou hai

后海

Sun glasses

Tai yang jing

太阳镜

World TradeCenter

Guo mao

国贸

Ticket

Piao

票

Hotel

Jiu dian

酒店

Ticket booth

Shou piao ting

售票亭

Airport

Ji chang

机场

Bathroom

Xi shou jian

洗手间

Hospital

Yi yuan

医院

Toilet paper

Wei sheng zhi

卫生纸

Embassy

Da shi guan

大使馆

Top-up cards

Chong zhi ka

充值卡

北南东西

How much does it
cost?

Duo shao qian

多少钱

One yuan/kuai (unit
of currency)

Yi yuan / kuai

一元/ 块

That’s too expensive

Tai gui le

太贵了

North/South/East/
West

Bei / Nan / Dong / Xi

CABS AND DIRECTIONS
Take me to …

Wo yao qu

我要去…

Driver

Shi fu

Can you lower the
price?

Neng pian yi dian
ma?

能便宜点吗？

师傅

Turn left

Zuo zhuan

左转

Where can I buy..

Zai na keyi mai…?

在哪儿可以买?

Turn right

You zhuan

右转
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EATING
Waiter / waitress

Fu wu yuan

Internet

Wang luo

网络

服务员

Lighter

Da huo ji

打火机

Di tu

地图

Menu

Cai dan

菜单

Map

Order food

Dian cai

点菜

Mobile

Shou ji

手机

Dao you

导游

Shou biao

手表

Bill / check

Mai dan

买单

Tour guide

I am vegetarian

Wo chi su / wo bu
chi rou

我吃素/我不吃肉

Watch

I do not eat pork /
beef

Wo bu chi zhurou /
niurou

我不吃猪肉/牛肉

I am allergic to
peanuts

Wo dui huasheng
guomin

我对花生过敏

The food’s good

Hao chi

USEFUL VOCABULARY
0

Ling

零

1

Yi

一

好吃

2

Er

二

San

三

Chopsticks

Kuaizi

筷子

3

Knife and fork

Dao cha

刀叉

4

Si

四

Wu

五

Spoon

Shao zi

勺子

5

Cup / glass

Bei zi

杯子

6

Liu

六

Qi

七

Napkin

Can jin zhi

餐巾纸

7

Rice

Mifan

米饭

8

Ba

八

Jiu

九

Chill sauce

Lajiao

辣椒

9

Ketchup

Fan qie jiang

番茄酱

10

Shi

十

醋

11

Shi yi

十一

20

Er shi

二十

35

San shi wu

三十五

Vinegar

Cu

USEFUL VOCABULARY
Bag

Bao

包

100

Yi bai

一百

Bar

Jiu ba

酒吧

123

Yibai ershi san

一百二十三

Bathroom

Xi shou jian

洗手间

2581

二千五百八十一

Battery

Dian chi

电池

Erqian wubai bashi
yi

Charger

Chong dian qi

充电器

Book

Shu

书

Camera

Zhao xiang ji

照相机

Cigarettes

Yan

烟

Lighter

Da huo ji

打火机

Clothes

Yi fu

衣服

( to have a ) cold

Gan mao

感冒

Computer

Dian nao

电脑

Elevator

Dian ti

电梯

Embassy

Da shi guan

大使馆

Glasses

Yan jing

眼镜

Hospital

Yi yuan

医院

Hotel

Jiu dian

酒店

I am allergic to …

Wo dui…guo min

我过敏
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Kashi

Hotan

Qiemo

TIBET

XINJIANG

Korla

Lhasa

Urumqi

Karamay

YUNNAN

Kunming

GUIZHOU

Haikou

Zhongshan

Fuzhou

FUJIAN

Nanchang

HONG KONG
Macau

Taipei

SHANGHAI

TAIWAN

ZHEJIANG

ANHUI

Hefei

Qingdao

Dalian

Hangzhou

JIANGSU
Nanjing

GUANGDONG
Shenzhen
Guangzhou

HUNAN

Changsha

Wuhan

HUBEI

Jinan

SHANDONG

Changchung
Shenyang

JILIN

Harbin

HEILONGJIANG

LIAONING

TIANJIN

JIANGXI

Zhengzhou

HENAN

HAINAN

Nanning

GUANGXI

Guiyang

Taiyuan

HEBEI

Shijiazhuang

Beijing

INNER MONGOLIA

SHANXI

Yangtze

SHAANXI

Xian

Hohhot

CHONGQING

SICHUAN

GANSU

Lanzhou

NINGXIA

Yinchuan

Chengdu

Xining

C H I N A

Yumen

QINGHAI

Golmud

Hami

Huang
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